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ABSTRACT 

Determination of boiling heat transfer rate during liquid jet impingement cooling 

(LJIC) depends on the intensity of bubble generation that is dependent on many flow and 

surface conditions such as jet velocity, liquid temperature, and surface superheat. Many 

empirical correlations have been developed previously to determine the total wall heat 

flux under various LJIC flow velocity, subcooling and surface superheat. However, only 

few studies have been able to model the governing heat transfer mechanisms associated 

with LJIC. In many industrial applications, there is a need to determine the effect of any 

changes in processing parameters on the total rate of heat transfer. Mechanistic heat 

transfer models can fulfill such need and allow for efficient model modifications at 

minimum cost and time. 

Three models have been developed in this study that address the underlying 

physics associated with jet impingement heat transfer in both single phase and nucleate 

boiling regimes. The first model accounts for the effect of bubble generation on the 

overall heat transfer rate at the jet stagnation by introducing a bubble-induced diffusivity 

(BID). The BID is added to molecular diffusivities in the momentum and energy 

Equations. The BID model adopts an analogous approach to the eddy diffusivity concept 

used in turbulence flow modeling. The BID model has been developed to provide a cost 
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effective simulation tool of boiling heat transfer during LJIC by considering bubble 

generation effect on the overall heat transfer rate while avoiding the need to simulate 

extremely small time and length scales associated with phase change. 

The second model is a scenario identification procedure (SIP) that has been 

developed to predict the bubble growth termination (BGT) scenario. Considering the 

effect ofjet velocity, water subcooling and surface superheat, the SIP identifies whether a 

bubble would locally collapse or slide by identifying the most probable equilibrium 

condition (thermal or dynamic) that the bubble would reach first. The main objective of 

the SIP is to avoid any inaccurate assumption of the probable BGT scenario. In this case, 

such procedure could improve the predictions of a more comprehensive wall heat flux 

model of the areas affected by various heat transfer mechanisms. 

The third model is a mechanistic wall flux partitioning (WFP) model that has 

been developed to predict the local wall heat transfer rate over the distance between jet 

stagnation and ten times the jet width. The WFP model assumes that primary heat 

transfer is due to sensible heating of liquid by forced convection and transient 

conduction. The WFP model incorporates a unified single-phase heat transfer model that 

is capable of capturing the observed secondary peaks downstream of stagnation. The 

WFP model also incorporates a sub-model that predicts abrupt changes in the liquid film 

thickness due to the formation ofhydraulic jumps. 
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The development of these three models have been carried out using experimental 

data obtained from a set of experiments that has been conducted to investigate the 

variation of the heat transfer rate and bubble dynamics under a planar free liquid jet. 

Investigation of bubble dynamics has been conducted using both intrusive optical probe 

and non-intrusive high speed imaging of the flow filed. The experiments have been 

conducted at atmospheric pressure, considering jet velocity of 0.4 to 1.7 mis, degree of 

water subcooling of 10 to 28 °C, degree of wall superheat of -25 to 30 °C. Such 

variations have been studied along a heated surface between stagnation and ten times the 

jet width. Experiments were conducted using a 1 mm x 8 mm planar jet impinging on a 

heated horizontal flat copper surface. The distance between the jet and the heated surface 

was 10 mm. The experimental data have been used to develop a group of sub-models for 

single-phase heat transfer, bubble diameter, bubble population density, bubble release 

frequency, and bubble growth time. These sub-models have been used in the closure of 

the aforementioned models. 

The three models have been validated using independent experimental data. The 

BID model is capable of predicting stagnation heat flux within -15% and +30%. The SIP 

model was able to predict the right bubble growth termination scenario of 80% of the 

investigated cases. The WFP model is capable of predicting the local total wall heat flux 

within± 30% 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

1.1 Background 

Forced convection boiling (PCB) is one of the most efficient cooling 

configurations that have been used for centuries in many applications. It is characterized 

with the generation of vapor bubbles on a heated surface during the flow of subcooled or 

saturated liquid in its vicinity. The vapor generation occurs when the heated surface 

temperature exceeds that required for the onset of the liquid phase change. Vapor 

generation in PCB is cyclic in nature and so it promotes flow agitation, and liquid/surface 

contacts upon vapor collapse, which enhance the rate of heat transfer from the heated 

surface to the fluid bulk. 

The degree of surface superheat represents the difference between the heated 

surface temperature and the liquid saturation temperature. The degree of superheat is a 

key factor that determines the vapor generation intensity and hence the extent of its effect 

(improvement) on the overall heat transfer rate. Figure 1.1 illustrates two boiling curves, 

starting at the boundary between the single phase forced convection heat transfer and the 

onset of boiling, showing the variation of heat flux with the degree of surface superheat 

for two different PCB configurations. These configurations are: (a) parallel flow boiling, 
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and (b) jet impingement boiling. In both cases, at low superheat, small isolated bubbles 

grow intermittently at distant locations on the surface known as the active nucleation 

sites. This mode is known as partial nucleate boiling. As the degree of superheat is 

increased, nucleation at more active sites is sustained and heat transfer is improved, 

which is represented by a steeper boiling curve slope in what is known as fully developed 

nucleate boiling. The maximum heat transfer rate in the nucleate boiling regime is known 

as the critical heat flux (CHF). Denoted by points Cl and C2 on Figure 1.1; the CHF 

marks the end of the nucleate boiling regime beyond which an unstable transition boiling 

regime starts. In transition boiling, bubbles attain big enough sizes to merge and form 

large vapor patches that reside for relatively longer time and so blanket the heated 

surface. Blanketing causes reduction in liquid-surface contact frequency and hence 

deterioration in the heat transfer rate until the heat transfer rate drops to a minimum 

value at a surface temperature known as the Leidenfrost point; denoted by points L 1 and 

L2 in Figure 1.1. Any further increase in surface superheat beyond the Leidenfrost point 

causes a stable vapor film to spread and cover the entire surface marking the onset of the 

film boiling regime. In film boiling, direct radiation heat transfer from the surface to the 

liquid bulk across the vapor blanket assists in increasing the overall heat transfer rate. 
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Figure 1. 1 Schematic of the boiling curves of two FCB configurations: (a) Parallel 

Flow Boling, PFB, and (b) Jet Impingement Boiling, JIB. 


The sequence of boiling regimes shown in Figure 1.1 is typical for various FCB 
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configurations. However, the range of surface superheat for each boiling regime and the 

corresponding level of attainable heat flux are different due to the difference in other 

parameters, such as the liquid temperature, the flow velocity, and/or flow direction. The 

effect of flow momentum on the overall heat transfer rate depends on the direction of 

flow with respect to the surface. 

From this perspective, FCB can be classified into: 1) Parallel Flow Boiling (PFB) 

where the liquid flows parallel to the heated surface, and 2) Jet Impingement Boiling 

(JIB) where the liquid is admitted in the form of a jet normal to the heated surface. The 

use of JIB is common in cooling processes in various applications because of the 

desirable effect of flow momentum on the rate of heat transfer. Jet impingement provides 

a means to suppress the formation of large vapor patches on the heated surface that may 

impose an adverse condition to the heat transfer, especially in the transition regime, 

lshigai et al. (1976) and Robidou et al. (2002). Robidou et al. (2002) investigated the 

boiling curve of JIB under steady state conditions and showed that significantly high heat 

transfer rate can be sustained in transition boiling over a wide range of surface superheat 

forming what was called a flux shoulder prior to dropping at the Leidenfrost point. This 

phenomenon of flux shoulder of JIB was attributed to the defragmentation of vapor 

patches by jet impingement, Seiler-Marie et al.(2004). Such feature renders JIB an 

attractive cooling configuration for applications where high heat transfer rates are 
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required with optimal use of the cooling fluid and/or space permitted for cooling system 

installations, Incropera et al. (1993). 

JIB is thus used in many applications such as in heat treatment of metallic sheets, 

continuous casting processes, cooling ofelectronic chips, and also had been implemented 

in the emergency core cooling of nuclear reactors to mitigate the consequence of Loss of 

Coolant Accidents (LOCAs ). 

Various parameters affect the design and performance of a JIB cooling system. 

These parameters include the jet parameters and the surface parameters. The former 

include: jet shape, size, velocity, liquid temperature, number ofjets, and jet spacing. The 

later include: surface temperature, material, curvature, speed, etc. The development of a 

predictive tool of the heat transfer rate of JIB enables the design of effective cooling 

systems. These tools can also be used to analyze operational modifications of existing 

systems due to changes in application requirements. 

FCB is governed by a number of coupled mechanisms that contribute in different 

extents to the overall heat transfer rate of FCB. Understanding the underlying physics 

and nature of such contributing mechanisms is essential in developing predictive models 

that incorporate these mechanisms and the effect of their interactions. This can be 

achieved by conducting experimental investigations that capture boiling details under 

variable flow conditions for the configuration of interest, i.e., PFB or JIB. 
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Two modeling approaches have been used to develop predicting tools of the heat 

transfer rate of FCB: 1) Global modeling, and 2) Subscale or mechanistic modeling. The 

choice of the modeling approach depends on the level of details to be accounted for in 

the model and the availability of relevant experimental data to support model 

development and validation. 

In the global approach, two levels of modeling have been identified in the 

available literature. The first level has been adopted in large number of previous studies 

of JIB, Incropera et al. (1993). At this level, the overall heat transfer rate is presented in 

the form of empirical correlations as a function of jet velocity, subcooling and surface 

superheat. No explicit representation of the effect of bubble dynamics was made. Rather, 

the empirical constants are adjusted to realize agreement between model prediction and a 

set of experimentally obtained heat transfer data. Although this approach is simple, its 

applicability is limited to the experimental conditions used to develop the empirical 

correlations. Therefore, it cannot cope with design or operational changes. 

The second level of global modeling incorporates the effect of boiling (bubble 

dynamics) in single-phase heat transfer correlations by introducing some empirical or 

mechanistic relations. Unlike the first level of global modeling, only few studies were 

conducted implementing this approach. Timm et al. (2003) incorporated a bubble

induced additional diffusivity into the diffusion terms of the conservation Equations. 
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They solved these Equations for the case of a planar water jet impinging on a horizontal 

steel plate initially heated to 900 °C. In this study only a qualitative description of the 

variation of the additional diffusivity with surface superheat was provided. Mikielewicz 

et al. (2007) incorporated a blowing parameter into the convective terms of the 

conservation Equations to account for bubble protrusion effect on the flow field of a 

single round jet impinging on a disc subjected to constant input heat flux. However, they 

did not provide experimental validation ofthis approach. 

Such hybrid empirical/analytical global modeling approach could be used to 

model JIB without overlooking the underlying physics, especially the effect of bubble 

interactions with the mean flow. The approach is flexible to accommodate changes in 

application requirements. However, lack of information about the variations of bubble 

dynamics with JIB flow parameters has limited the development of this type ofmodels. 

In subscale modeling, mechanistic representations are developed for the various 

heat transfer mechanisms (partitions) between the heated surface and the fluid bulk. Each 

heat transfer mechanism (partition) takes place at a certain portion of the heated surface 

for a certain period of time. The overall heat transfer rate is then determined by time 

averaging of these individual heat transfer mechanics. The parameters that characterize 

each heat transfer mechanism are either: (1) independent or controlled parameters, such 

as flow velocity and temperature, which do not need to be modeled; or (2) dependent 
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parameters, such as the heat transfer coefficient and bubble dynamics parameters, which 

are defined by other independent and/or dependent parameters, and hence need to be 

modeled prior to obtaining the various heat transfer partitions. 

The main advantage of subscale modeling is that it provides comprehensive 

insight and implementation of the underlying physics into the model by accounting for 

each possible mechanism separately and by representing it in a mechanistic form. 

Subscale modeling allows one to examine the sensitivity of each heat transfer mechanism 

to certain changes of the cooling process configuration. Mechanistic models have an 

important feature in that they require less validation as compared to that required for 

empirical models, Basu (2003) and Warrier et al. (2005). This is preferred in situations 

where experimentation is costly, or difficult to conduct repetitively as in the case of the 

nuclear industry. 

The majority of the available studies on mechanistic modeling of boiling heat 

transfer focused on pool boiling, Judd and Hwang (1976), and on PFB configuration, 

Basu (2003). There is a lack of similar studies for JIB. Since the basis of JIB is similar to 

PFB, one could be guided by the findings of the studies carried out on PFB. However, the 

difference in the flow field between JIB and PFB must be addressed and taken into 

account. 

Various assumptions have been made regarding the representation of the 
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responsible heat transfer mechanisms in modeling of pool boiling and PFB, Bowering 

(1962), Judd and Hwang (1976), and Basu (2003). Early investigations attributed all the 

heat transfer from the surface due to evaporation only, Griffith (1958). Recent studies 

attributed the heat transfer to sensible heating of liquid while evaporation has been 

neglected or considered as a secondary heat transfer mechanism, Del Valle and Kenning 

(1985), Basu (2003), Seiler-Marie (2004). These assumptions could be used as guidelines 

for JIB modeling where there is a scarcity of representative mechanistic modeling work. 

Detailed experiments of JIB are necessary to support the adopted model and identify 

primary heat transfer mechanism(s). 

Various assumptions of the expected bubble motion into the fluid bulk upon 

reaching the bubble maximum diameter have been made in the case of PFB heat transfer. 

Bubble motion is important as it defines the area of the heated surface that would be 

affected by the different heat transfer mechanisms. Two main approaches have been 

postulated to model the bubble growth termination process and the consequent behavior 

of the bubble in the fluid bulk: The first approach adopted the assumption of Thermally

controlled growth Unal (1976). The second approach assumed that growth termination is 

inertia-controlled, Klausner et al. (1993). More details of both approaches will be 

presented in the next section. The thermally-controlled approach assumes that the bubble 

would collapse in place and the area affected by the bubble is in the order of the bubble 
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projected area. The inertia-controlled approach assumes that the bubble would slide 

along the surface and in this case the affected area would be different from that in the 

thermally-controlled termination case. The existing models overlook the fact that both 

scenarios could take place at different locations of the flow field or under various flow 

conditions, as reported by Basu (2003). This shortcoming would affect the predictability 

of the existing heat transfer mechanistic models. So, there is a need to develop a 

systematic scenario identification procedure (SIP) of the most probable scenario of the 

bubble growth termination process in order to remedy such shortcoming. 

In modeling of free JIB, where there is an interface between the jet liquid stream 

and ambient air, there is a possibility of formation of a hydraulic jump in the liquid film 

downstream the jet stagnation point. This phenomenon takes place to build up a 

hydrostatic pressure for the liquid flow to overcome wall friction or any obstacle to the 

flow along its path, Okishi (1996). A hydraulic jump is characterized by a rapid increase 

in liquid film thickness and a decrease in flow velocity downstream of the jump. 

Although hydraulic jumps have been extensively discussed in fluid mechanics textbooks 

for single phase parallel flow in open channels, they have not been addressed in the 

context of free JIB modeling. It is postulated here that accounting for the effect of the 

hydraulic jump in JIB modeling would improve the predictability of the SIP, which in 

tum would improve the predictability ofthe mechanistic models of the JIB heat transfer. 
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In conclusion, incorporation of the physical aspects of JIB heat transfer in global 

or in subscale mechanistic models would provide flexible, efficient predictive tools of 

heat transfer for various applications. However, the development of such models requires 

comprehensive experimental investigations to provide detailed information about the 

interaction between jet flow and generated bubbles on the heated surface. Some 

guidelines exist in previous PFB modeling studies relevant to the modeling assumptions 

of the primary heat transfer mechanisms. However, modeling of JIB involves some 

unique features of free surface JIB flow field that do not exist in PFB heat transfer. 

1.2 Literature Review 

1.2.1 Introduction 

In this section, a literature review is presented of previous work relevant to FCB 

modeling. The focus of this review is on the previous studies that provided global or 

subscale models to predict heat transfer under any of the two FCB configurations, i.e., 

under JIB or PFB. As the existing models were developed using experimental data, this 

review is focused on the details of the various experimental techniques of the heating 

method used to induce boiling and on the techniques used to investigate bubble 

dynamics. 

The objectives of the current research have been identified and presented at the 

end of this chapter. These objectives have been identified based on the existing gaps 
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pertaining to JIB modeling. 

1.2.2 Review of Jet Impingement Boiling {JIB) Modeling 

As mentioned before in section 1.1, two approaches have been adopted in FCB 

modeling, a global approach and a subscale (mechanistic) approach. The amount of work 

using each approach varied for PFB and JIB. As the focus of the current research is on 

JIB, only previous studies ofPFB with modeling and or experiments relevant to JIB have 

been reported here. 

1.2.1.1 Global modeling of JIB 

The main objective of all JIB studies is the determination of the heat transfer rate 

from a heated surface to the liquid. Empirical correlations have been developed to 

describe the various modes of JIB heat transfer: single phase (Furuya et al. (1995), and 

Lienhard (1998)), onset of nucleate boiling (ONB) and the corresponding superheat as 

function of jet velocity and degree of subcooling (Vader et al. (1992), Viskanta et al. 

(1993), and Zhou and Ma (2004)), and fully developed boiling heat (Ma and Bergles 

(1986), Furuya et al. (1995), and Bartoli et al. (1997)). Special attention has been given 

to the development of critical heat flux (CHF) correlations under JIB conditions (Katto 

and Shimuzu (1979), Katto and Yokoya (1988), Furuya et al. (1995), and Liu et al. 

(2004)). Most of these studies were conducted using impinging water jets. Fewer studies 

developed empirical correlations for other fluids such as R-113, Ma and Bergles (1986) 
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and Zhou and Ma (2004). 

In the single-phase regime, the jet impingement heat transfer coefficient has been 

correlated to Reynolds number, Re, and Prandtl number, Pr, using a power form similar 

to the case of laminar boundary layer flows, i.e., 

(1.1) 


Deviations from Re and Pr exponents in the case of laminar flow over flat plate, 

i.e., from a = 0.5 and b = 0.33, was attributed to the effect of jet stream turbulence. 

Reynolds number was defined using the jet velocity and either the heater characteristic 

dimension; i.e., diameter or length, as in Shafer et al. (1991) or the jet hydraulic diameter, 

as in Duckle and Hollingsworth (1996). 

In the fully-developed nucleate boiling regime the heat flux was correlated to the 

wall superheat in a power form, i.e., 

" c 
q fullydeveloped - ~Tsup (1.2) 

Postulations have been made that the heat flux is independent of flow conditions 

as bubble-induced heat transfer mechanisms dominated the forced convection 

mechanism, Ma and Bergles (1986). Wide range exists for the values of the exponent c 

used in correlating the fully developed wall heat flux to the surface superheat. Bartoli et 

al. (1997) reported a wide range of c between 1.8 and 4.2 which is an indication that the 

assumed form in Equation (1.2) lacks generality. 
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In the partial boiling regime, the corresponding surface temperature associated 

with the onset of boiling (i1ToNB) has been determined from the analysis of slope changes 

of the boiling curve. The boiling curves are obtained from the measurements of interior 

temperatures just below the exposed heated surface. The exposed surface temperature 

and the associated wall heat flux are then obtained by extrapolating the interior 

temperature measurements and the gradient of their distribution normal to the flow 

direction, respectively. The surface superheat at the onset of nucleate boiling (ONB) was 

determined from the first change ofboiling curve slope. Vader et al. (1992) and Incropera 

et al. (1993) have determined the heat flux by recording the current and volt across the 

heated surface while the corresponding surface temperature was still obtained from 

extrapolation of interior temperature readings to plot the boiling curve for given jet 

impingement conditions. They have also compared the values of L1TONB obtained from 

the slope changes with those corresponding to first appearance of bubbles as detected by 

visual observations of the flow field. The ONB heat flux has been obtained by 

interpolation of heat flux values of single- phase regime and fully developed nucleate 

boiling regimes, Ma and Bergles (1986), Carry (1992) and Zhou and Ma (2004). 

Generally, although empirical correlations are simple in form and require direct 

substitution to obtain average or local values of the heat flux, their applicability is limited 

to certain flow parameters. 
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A further insight of the governing physics has been introduced into global 

modeling of JIB via the incorporation of empirical correlations of bubble dynamics into 

the conservation Equations of single-phase impingement jet flows, Timm et al. (2003) 

and Mikielewicz et al. (2007). The work of Timm et al. (2003) on analytical/empirical 

global modeling of JIB was based on the analytical model developed by Zumbrunnen 

(1991) of single-phase heat transfer to a planar water jet on stationary and moving plates, 

which was developed to determine heat transfer during heat treatment of steel sheets on 

run-out tables. Timm et al. incorporated the effect of boiling into the momentum and 

energy Equations by introducing an additional diffusivity to the molecular diffusivity in 

the diffusion terms. This is similar to the concept of using eddy diffusivity in turbulence 

modeling, White (1991). The advantage of this approach is that addressing the bubble

induced effect in a single term adds only minimal complication to the solution procedure 

of the conservation Equations, while accounting for the complicated interactions within 

the flow domain due to boiling. This approach has thus the potential to obtain the heat 

transfer rate of JIB at less computational cost than that of using more complicated two

phase models. 

Timm et al. (2003), used experimental heat flux values to determine the 

corresponding additional diffusivity values by assuming constant bubble diameter in the 

order of 10-4 m, and bubble life time in the order of 10-4 s. Variation of the additional 
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diffusivity with surface superheat has been presented only for the case of a 10 mm thick 

planar free water jet (with no mentioning of the jet depth) impinging on a steel sheet 

initially heated to 900 °C. Water velocity was varied from 3 to 11 mis while water 

subcooling was kept constant at 75 °C. 

Detailed modeling of the bubble-induced diffusivity has not been reported in 

Timm et al. (2003) although it was suggested in that study that the bubble induced 

diffusivity should be modeled in terms of time and length scales related to bubble 

generation, i.e.: bubble life time and diameter. The length scale to be used in such models 

should represent the dependence of the bubble-induced diffusion on nucleation intensity 

and its extent within the flow domain where it has a significant role. 

It is concurred here that while using a constant length scale might be appropriate 

for determining single-phase heat transfer, using a bubble dynamics dependent length 

scale would be more appropriate for modeling bubble-induced heat transfer in JIB. A 

possible length scale could be the bubble diameter. The dependence of such length scale 

on the bubble dynamics requires a detailed experimental investigation to be carried out of 

the bubble dynamics under specific JIB conditions, which is one of the main objectives 

of this study. 

1.2.1.2 Subscale mechanistic modeling of JIB heat transfer 

The subscale, mechanistic, modeling approach provides an alternative means of 
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quantifying wall heat flux based on the governing physical mechanisms. This approach 

facilitates model development and modifications based on physical reasoning, rather than 

adjusting a set of coefficients or exponents as in the case of empirical models. In FCB, 

various heat transfer mechanisms take place at different parts of the heated surface, either 

simultaneously or sequentially. The mechanistic modeling approach of these mechanisms 

has been referred to in the literature as wall .flux partitioning. Time averaging of heat 

transfer rates, partitions, due to the various mechanisms provides the overall wall heat 

flux under any given cooling conditions, Basu (2003). Various scenarios were considered 

in partitioning the wall heat flux in boiling heat transfer. 

In pool boiling, Griffith (1958) attributed all of the wall heat transport to liquid 

evaporation once nucleation begins; whereas Judd and Hwang (1976) suggested three 

different partitions: 1) single-phase free convection, 2) transient conduction to liquid that 

replaces departing bubbles from the surface, and 3) direct evaporation of a liquid layer 

entrapped beneath the growing bubbles. 

Similar variations exist in heat flux partitioning in the case of PFB. Bowring 

(1962) investigated heat transfer in subcooled PFB in horizontal pipes and adopted a 

three-partition hypothesis considering that the overall heat transfer rate is due to the 

interplay of three mechanisms: single-phase heat transfer, evaporation heat transfer, and 

pumping heat transfer. Pumping heat transfer is due to the sensible heating of liquid 
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replacing departing bubbles. The relationship between evaporation and pumping heat 

transfer partitions was determined from experimental results at various pressures for 

internal flow sub-cooled boiling. Del Valle and Kenning (1985) attributed the overall 

heat transfer rate in subcooled fully developed PFB (70-95% of CHF) in stainless steel 

tubes to the interplay of two main mechanisms: transient heat conduction and forced 

convection. Evaporation heat transfer was also considered as a primary heat transfer 

mechanism; however, it was found to have a small contribution to the overall heat 

transfer rate. Other PFB studies assumed two heat transfer partitions, (Akiyama (1973), 

Lahey (1978), and Basu et al. (2003), where evaporation heat transfer was not considered 

as a primary mechanism in direct heat transfer from the surface. 

Basu (2003) developed a mechanistic model of the wall heat flux to subcooled 

water flowing upward in a vertical conduit under steady state heating of one side of the 

conduit assuming variable contribution levels of different heat transfer mechanisms 

depending on bubble generation intensity. If no bubbles were generated on the surface, 

all the heat transfer was attributed to single-phase forced convection. In the early stage of 

boiling, with low bubble generation intensity, an enhancement factor of 1.3 was 

introduced to the single-phase heat transfer coefficient to account for the effect of bubble 

protrusion. With the escalation of bubble generation intensity, two heat transfer 

mechanisms were considered at different locations of the heated surface: 1) single phase 
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forced convection on areas of the surface where no bubbles exist, and 2) sensible heating 

of liquid by transient conduction heat transfer, where bubbles appear/disappear 

repetitively. The net effect due to heat transfer from the heated surface is direct sensible 

heating of liquid bulk and increase of vapor content due to bubbles growth subsequent to 

liquid superheating in the vicinity of the heated surface. 

The duration of each heat transfer mechanism was determined from the bubble 

growth time, fg, and the bubble wait time, fw, time. The bubble growth time is defined as 

the duration of bubble growth until the bubble reaches its maximum diameter. The 

bubble wait time is the duration between bubble collapse or departure from its nucleation 

site and the onset of the next bubble at the same site. 

Basu (2003) has validated the aforementioned model using experimental data 

obtained for upward water flow in a square vertical, heated channel. The information 

about the bubble growth was obtained using high speed imaging at 1225 frame/s whereas 

the flow conditions were varied as follows: the water mass flux was varied between 124 

to 926 kg/m2.s, the wall flux was varied between 2.5 and 113 W/cm2 and the system 

pressure was varied between 1.03 to 3.2 bars. 

Visual observations were used to investigate various growth termination 

scenarios, i.e., bubble collapse and sliding. Based on these observations, modeling of the 

area fractions of each heat transfer mechanism and constitutive model closure relations 
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were carried out. 

It is worth noting that no such comprehensive study of various heat transfer 

mechanisms in JIB has been carried out. However, the modeling approach proposed by 

Basu can be adopted for JIB configuration provided that an appropriate modeling of the 

heat transfer mechanisms and suitable constitutive relations for model closure are 

developed and/or selected for JIB configuration. 

1.2.1.3 Modeling of bubble dynamics in FCB 

To the author's best knowledge, no previous studies have been carried out 

specifically for investigating and modeling of JIB bubble dynamics. However, the effect 

of surface superheat and liquid subcooling on bubble dynamics in terms of maximum 

bubble diameter and number of active sites have been intensively studied and 

empirically correlated in the context of pool boiling, Semas et. Al. (1969), Cooper 

(1970), Mikic et. al. (1970) and Judd et. al. (2004). In the context of forced convection 

boiling (FCB), similar studies have been carried out for internal PFB in horizontal and 

vertical conduits, Zeitoun (1994), and Basu (2003). 

Two mechanistic approaches have been used in previous studies. These 

approaches are used to determine the maximum bubble diameter and bubble motion in 

the flow bulk upon reaching that diameter. Only studies of bubble dynamics in PFB are 

mentioned below. 
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The first approach adopted by Unal (1976) postulated that thermal equilibrium, 

i.e., the balance between various heat flows to and from a growing bubble on the heated 

surface, determines the bubble maximum attainable diameter, As shown in Figure 1.2, a 

growing bubble absorbs heat, qb,in, from a superheated liquid layer of thickness Osup at 

temperature Tsup next to the heated surface. In case of subcooled flow boiling, the 

protrusion of the bubble into the subcooled liquid at temperature Tr would initiate vapor 

condensation heat loss, %cond In this case bubble growth would be slowed and 

eventually reversed, denoting bubble collapse. According to the review of available 

literature on bubble growth in flow boiling conditions, consideration of bubble departure 

using this approach has not been addressed, which is one of the objectives in the current 

study. 
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Figure 1. 2 Thermal field around a growing bubble. 
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The second approach postulated that dynamic equilibrium, i.e., the balance of 

forces acting on a growing bubble, is responsible for bubble growth termination. 

Identification of significant forces on a growing bubble has been provided by 

Koumoutsos et al. (1968), Vendervort et al. (1992), Klausner et al. (1993), and Steiner et 

al. (2005). Figure 1.3 summarizes significant forces acting on a bubble growing on a 

horizontal surface during PFB as identified by Klausner et al. (1993) and Steiner et al. 

(2005). A drag force (Fqs) that acts to remove the bubble from its nucleation site is 

opposed by the horizontal component of the liquid inertia force, F du,x· The vertical 

component of the liquid inertia force due to bubble growth, Fctu,y, acting to maintain the 

bubble on the surface is opposed by both the buoyancy force, Fb, and the lift force, F51 • 

Assuming a spherical bubble, surface tension was neglected at departure due to the small 

contact area between the bubble and the heated surface . 

......................................................................................--,-
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Figure 1. 3 Acting forces on a growing bubble. 
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Discrepancy exists between the aforementioned approaches regarding the extent 

of bubble growth into the fluid bulk and the assumption put forth about the growth 

termination event. While Unal (1976) imposed no restrictions on the bubble growth into 

the sub-cooled layers of the bulk flow and assumed that all bubbles collapse at the 

nucleation site, Steiner et al. (2005) imposed a limit on the maximum bubble diameter 

being equal to the thickness of the superheated liquid layer in the vicinity of the heated 

surface. They assumed that, upon reaching a certain diameter that is limited to the 

thickness of the superheated liquid layer, the bubble would depart and slide along the 

heater surface. 

It is postulated here that a better modeling approach that does not impose any 

prior assumptions of the expected growth termination condition (scenario) is still lacking. 

Rather, all possible scenarios should be accounted for in the analysis and the most 

probable one would be determined by the model based on flow velocity, subcooling and 

surface superheat. 

1.2.2 Experimental Techniques of Investigating JIB 

The development of pertinent models for the JIB configuration necessitates 

conducting experimental investigations to collect necessary information of bubble 

dynamics under JIB configuration. Experiments that have carried out on JIB can be 

classified as transient and steady-state experiments. 
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Transient JIB experiments have been conducted extensively, e.g., Ishigai et al. 

(1976), Chen et al. (1992), Hammad et al. (2004), and Akmal et al. (2008). These 

experiments are carried out by initially heating the surface to a sufficiently high 

temperature based on the boiling regime(s) of interest (- 300-1000 °C), and then 

quenching the surface with a liquid jet impinging at the desired velocity and degree of 

subcooling. A typical temporal change in surface temperature during a transient 

experiment is shown in Figure 1.4. Beside bubble dynamics, transient experiments have 

also been conducted to investigate propagation of the wetting front using high-speed 

imaging as shown in Figure 1.5. The wetting front is the edge of the region on the surface 

at which direct contact between the liquid and the surface is established and at which 

efficient nucleate boiling heat transfer exist, Akmal et al. (2008). By determining the rate 

of propagation of the wetting front, transient experiments can provide information on 

surface cooling uniformity and its impact on material microstructure and mechanical 

properties. Unless the surface has a high thermal capacity to slow down transient 

temperature variations, the various boiling regimes cannot be sustained for long enough 

time to capture the details of bubble dynamics on the heated surface, Monde (2002). This 

is why bubble dynamics investigations are usually carried out through steady-state 

experiments. 
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Figure 1. 4 Temperature transient and heat transfer stages in transient cooling. 
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Figure 1. 5 Various heat transfer regimes during free surface jet impingement 
quenching of steel cylinders, Akmal et al. (2008) 

In steady-state experiments specific boiling conditions can be sustained for 
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sufficiently long time to capture all necessary details. In this type of experiments, heat 

input to the heated surface is controlled to establish a certain level of surface heat flux or 

surface temperature. 

Once the required controlled surface superheat is established, the corresponding 

boiling intensity is sustained until the heat input is changed to a different level, Vader et 

al. (1992) and Robidou et al. (2002). This type of experiments can be used to replicate 

processes of continuous cooling of electronic chips and emergency core cooling in 

nuclear reactor accidents, Incropera et al. (1993) and Basu (2003). 

A main concern in conducting steady-state experiments is that, due to the high 

cooling efficiency of jet impingement, the heat source must have sufficient capacity to 

compensate for the high heat removal rate. In previous experimental studies of JIB, jet 

velocity was kept relatively low to allow for boiling onset slightly above the liquid 

saturation temperature. The typical range of jet impingement velocity in steady-state 

experiments is in the order of 1 mis, e.g., 1 mis in Vader et al. (1992), 1 to 2.1 mis in 

Wolf et al. (1995) and 0.4 to 0.97 mis in Robidou et al. (2002).Another concern is the 

choice of whether the experiments are conducted under constant surface temperature or 

constant heat flux. Using a constant surface temperature is preferred over using a 

constant heat flux because the former facilitates the investigation of unstable transient 

boiling. In this regime the heat flux is in inverse proportion to the surface superheat, 
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Robidou et al. (2002). However, the challenge in doing so is that surface temperature 

control increases the complexity of the power source controller and dictates the 

implementation of feedback into the control procedure to avoid burnout beyond the CHF. 

In many of the previous experimental studies of IlB, e.g., (Vader et al. (1992) and 

Kamata (1999), the information on bubble generation intensity was obtained using high 

speed video imaging both in the partial and in the fully-developed nucleate. However, no 

quantification of bubble dynamics has been reported. Only qualitative descriptions of the 

variation of bubble size and population intensity have been reported. The degradation of 

image clarity due to intense vapor generation limits the use of video imaging to capture 

precise information of bubble dynamics under free JIB, Akmal et al. (2008). Image 

clarity is also impacted by the wrinkles and light reflection on the free surface in the 

vicinity of jet stagnation. So, reliable details of bubble generation is difficult to obtain 

under JIB conditions unless appropriate measures are taken to continuously remove 

generated vapor and to illuminate the flow field such that interference due to light 

reflections on the free surface is minimized. As no free surface exists in a PFB flow field, 

such issues represent no challenge to visual observations of bubble dynamics. Hence, 

high-speed imaging was sufficient to obtain necessary information to quantify bubble 

dynamics in the case of PFB, Klausner et al. (1993), Basu (2003), and Steiner et al. 

(2005). 
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An advanced measurement technique of bubble dynamics has been proposed by 

Bogdanic et al. (2007) by using a miniaturized intrusive optical probe to study bubble 

dynamics in steady-state subcooled JIB on a flat surface. The intrusive probe was used to 

measure the bubble generation frequency at the stagnation point of a 1 mm x 9 mm 

planar free water jet. The investigation was carried out for one set of jet conditions 

whereby the jet velocity and Subcooling were kept constant at 0.4 mis and 20 °C, 

respectively. The variation of bubble release frequency over the entire boiling regime was 

investigated and reported. However, the relation between the cooling conditions and the 

bubble release frequency has not been implemented in the model. The intrusive probe 

was capable of measuring bubble release frequency but it would not provide information 

about maximum bubble diameter or bubble population intensity. 

1.2.3 Conclusions 

Based on the above literature review ofmodeling and experimental investigations 

of various FCB configurations, the following conclusions have been arrived at: 

1- Both global and mechanistic subscale approaches have the potential to 

incorporate complicated JIB heat transfer governing physics and provide predicting tools 

that are not only flexible to changes of application requirements, but also simple in 

structure and computationally inexpensive. 

2- Unlike PFB modeling, detailed experimental investigations of the interrelation 
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between bubble dynamics, jet velocity, liquid subcooling, and surface superheat are 

lacking in the available literature. 

3- Due to the repetitive, rapid, bubble growth and decay in JIB, the use of high 

speed measurements techniques is necessary. 

4 -Due to the limitations of intrusive and non-intrusive measurement techniques, a 

combination ofboth would be important in studying bubble dynamics under JIB. 

5- Many of the existing studies of PFB have overlooked the possibility of having 

different growth termination scenarios at various locations in the same flow field or 

under different flow conditions. In the case of JIB and due to flow filed variations 

downstream the jet stagnation and with the existence of a free surface between the liquid 

film and the surrounding air, it is necessary to develop an identification procedure of 

bubble growth termination scenario at various locations of the flow field and under 

various flow velocity and subcooling. Such scenario identification procedure (SIP) is 

essential for the proper partitioning of the heated surface area that is a basis of the 

mechanistic wall flux partitioning models. Specific flow field features of JIB such as the 

possibility of the formation of hydraulic jumps should be addressed in the SIP and in the 

mechanistic wall flux partitioning model. 

1.2.4 Research Objectives and Plan 

Based on the above review of the previous research work of JIB modeling, it has 
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been found that although inclusion of underlying physics of JIB could improve heat 

transfer models predictions; little attention has been given to various modeling 

approaches that encompass these physics as compared to the enormous empirical 

modeling work found in the available literature. This is attributed to the stochastic nature 

of bubble generation on heated surfaces and the complexity associated with the 

interactions between the bubble growth and flow hydrodynamics. It is hence objected in 

the current study to develop models ofJIB heat transfer rate that consider these variations 

and interactions based on better understanding of the physical aspects that governs the 

heat transfer process. This can also provide flexibility in accommodating postulated 

changes to the application configuration and/or process requirements. 

Specific to free JIB configurations, there is scarcity of the available information 

on the variation of bubble dynamics parameters under free JIB configuration which could 

support development of mechanistic heat transfer models. In addition, with the advances 

in the computational capacity, sub models representing various bubble dynamics 

parameters can be included in computational fluid dynamics codes to simulate phase 

change heat transfer in JIB configurations. This will allow identification of potential 

opportunities for enhancements of cooling processes and system configurations based on 

more realistic predictions, Narumanchi et al. (2008). It is one of the objectives of the 

current study to develop suitable relations that describes the parameters of bubble 
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dynamics which could be incorporated into the mechanistic models or simulation tools of 

JIB process. 

Due to lack of such information in the context of JIB modeling, to achieve the 

above objectives, an enabling objective of the current study is to experimentally obtain 

the necessary information on the variations of bubble dynamics parameters such as the 

bubble diameter and release frequency with various JIB cooling parameters such as the 

jet velocity and liquid subcooling using a comprehensive set of measurements tools. 

Each tool should provide an original piece of information that will help making a full 

picture of the bubble dynamics variations under IlB conditions and so supporting the 

development and validation of the heat transfer models. 

In order to achieve these objectives, the following research plan has been 

constructed: 

1- In the initial stage of this research, it has been objected to experimentally 

investigate the specific characteristics of single-phase and nucleate boiling heat transfer 

regimes under free planar jet impingement that resemble various industrial applications. 

The experimental study has adopted steady-state, controlled-temperature heating of a flat 

surface. Temperature measurements have been conducted at various locations from the 

jet stagnation to obtain the spatial distribution of the surface temperature and heat flux. 

The ranges of experimental parameters have been selected comparable to those of 
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previous studies of JIB and to ensure that boiling will occur with various intensities, i.e., 

low intensity that characterizes partial nucleate boiling and high sustained intensity of 

fully developed nucleate boiling. The velocity range in the current research has been 

from 0.4 to 1.7 mis, the water subcooling range has been from 10 °C to 28 °C, while 

surface temperature has been varied from 75 °C to 125 °C. 

2- To complement the experimental investigation in attempt to establish the 

modeling basis, it has been objected to develop an in-depth understanding of the 

governing physics of JIB heat transfer by experimentally studying the interrelations 

between bubble dynamics and jet flow parameters using both intrusive and non-intrusive 

measurement techniques. Use of an intrusive optical probe aimed to investigate the 

variations of bubble generation frequency and growth time, while use of non-intrusive 

high speed video imaging aimed to study the bubble maximum diameter, and bubble 

population, as well as bubble growth termination scenarios under various jet 

impingement conditions. 

3- It has been objected to incorporate the obtained information from the 

experimental investigations to develop a hybrid empirical/analytical global model that 

accounts for the bubble dynamics in the determination of heat transfer rate in nucleate 

JIB. The global model has implemented the concept of additional diffusivity in 

determining the heat transfer rate. This model has the potential of being incorporated in 
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numerical simulation of JIB heat transfer with minimal addition to the computational 

cost. 

4- The experimental findings have been also used to develop a subscale 

mechanistic wall flux partitioning model of nucleate JIB. It has been aimed to address 

specific features of free JIB in the mechanistic model such as the rapid increase in the 

liquid film thickness known as the hydraulic jump. Model closure has been achieved 

using constitutive submodels of bubble dynamics as well as submodels of the flow 

hydrodynamics characteristics that have been specifically developed for JIB. 

5- A mechanistic approach has been developed to determine the bubble growth 

termination scenario via the development of a Scenario Identification Procedure (SIP) 

based on the principle of precedence and supported by visual observations of bubble 

motion upon reaching the maximum diameter. This SIP has also taken into account the 

formation of hydraulic jump downstream jet stagnation in the determination of bubble 

growth termination scenario. 

1.2.5 Thesis Structure 

The thesis consists of seven chapters. Chapter 1 provides an introduction to 

FCB, its configurations and main applications, as well as a review of previous studies on 

modeling and experimentation of jet impingement boiling. Chapter 1 also lists the main 

and the enabling objectives of the current research. Chapter 2 provides a description of 
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the experimental test facility, designed and constructed to conduct the experimental work 

necessary to achieve the objectives of the current research. Details are presented about 

the measurement techniques of various parameters and the methods of data acquisition 

and analysis. Chapter 3 provides the main findings of the experimental investigation of 

JIB heat transfer and bubble dynamics. It also describes the development process of the 

constitutive sub-models of heat transfer and bubble dynamics parameters used in the 

closure of the JIB model. Chapter 4 describes the development of the hybrid 

empirical/analytical global model of JIB using the concept of the additional bubble

induced diffusivity. Chapter 5 describes the development of the scenario identification 

procedure (SIP) of bubble growth termination under various flow conditions. Discussion 

has also been provided in this chapter on empirically derived criteria to determine the 

most probable scenario as drawn from visual observations. Chapter 6 describes the 

development of the mechanistic wall flux partitioning model of JIB including the 

bubble dynamics sub-models and the bubble growth termination criteria. Finally, chapter 

7 summarizes main findings of the current research and contributions made to the 

existing knowledge in the context of JIB modeling as well as recommendations for future 

work. 
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Chapter 2 

EXPERIMENTAL TEST FACILITY AND DATA ANALYSIS 

TECHNIQUES 

2.1 Description of Experimental Test Facility 

2.1.1 The Flow Loop 

A flow loop has been constructed at the Thermal Processing Laboratory (TPL ), 

McMaster University to conduct experimental investigations of liquid jet impingement 

boiling (JIB). This flow loop has been used in the current research to investigate steady

state nucleate boiling under a free planar water jet impinging on a flat surface. A 

schematic of the flow loop is shown in Figure 2.1. 

As shown in Figure 2.1, the flow loop consists of two tanks: a water supply tank 

(1) and a collecting tank (13) where the boiling module (12) is placed. Water is heated to 

the desired temperature in the supply tank using a 5 kW immersion heater (2a). Water is 

delivered at the desired flow rate to a 1 x 9 mm slot nozzle ( 1) using a centrifugal pump 

(4). It returns back to the supply water tank (1) due to gravity. A low-flow turbine meter 

(6) (Omega FTB-9504, maximum flow rate of 0.26 GPM) has been used to measure the 

flow rate to the nozzle (11). 
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13 

::; 

Figure 2. 1 Schematic of flow loop: I-Water tank, 2-thermocouple, 2a- Water heater, 3

strainer, 4-pump, 5-valve, 6-flow meter, 7-nozzle holder, 8- hose, 9- thermocouple, 10-test 

section holder, 11- planar nozzle, 12- boiling module, 13-Collecting tank, 14-Drain 

The set point temperature of the immersion water heater placed in the supply tank 

was adjusted at a slightly higher value than that required for the experiment in order to 

account for heat losses in the piping. Two thermocouples were used for this purpose: a T-

type thermocouple (2) in the supply tank and a K-type thermocouple (9) at the nozzle 

inlet to monitor the actual jet temperature, which is used to calculate the actual degree of 

subcooling. Upon every refill of the water supply tank, water degassing was carried out 

by boiling and agitating the water for approximately thirty minutes. 

2.1.2 The Boiling Module 
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Figure 2.2 illustrates the assembled boiling module showing the instrumentation 

used for bubble dynamics measurements (i.e., non-intrusive measurements using high 

speed camera (5), and intrusive measurements using optical probe (6)) while Figure 2.2b 

shows closely the main dimensions of the flow channel. The module consists of a 

machinable ceramic (Cotronics series 900) enclosure composed of two plates (1). The 

flow channel was constructed by gluing two quartz plates (2) on the upper ceramic plate 

(1) at the sides of the heated (boiling) surface (11). The quartz plates maintained the 

planar jet stability and helped in preventing jet inversion as water was issued from the 

nozzle (3). The flow channel dimensions are shown in Figure 2.3. While the optical 

probe tip was moved over the entire half of the boiling surface using an XYZ micrometer 

starting from the stagnation, the shaded area in Figure 2.3 represents the area of focus for 

the visual observations extends from approximately 2 mm downstream the stagnation 

using the high speed camera since the high light reflections in the vicinity of stagnation 

precluded visual observations ofbubble growth in this region. 

The boiling block was made of high purity copper (grade C 110) with average 

thermal conductivity kcu= 380 W/m.K over the temperature range of interest in the 

current research (that is between 75 °C and 130 °C). The thermal conductivity of the 

heated surface has been assumed constant as its value varied by only 3% over such 

temperature range. 
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Figure 2. 2 Schematic of boiling module: I-Ceramic plates, 2- Quartz plates, 3- Planar 
nozzle, 4- DC Power supply, 5- High speed camera, 6- Stainless steel tube, 7- Single 
mode optical fibre, 8- Laser transceiver equipment, 9- PC, 10- Light sources, 11- Heated 
surface 

Stagnation line 

(Line of Sy etry) 1 
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Figure 2.4 shows the locations of twelve 0.52 mm diameter, holes that were 

drilled into the copper block at two different distances from the exposed surface, with six 

Figure 2. 3 Flow channel dimensions 
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holes at each distance. Each of these holes was 4 mm in depth. Twelve, 0.5 mm outer 

diameter, sheathed, ungrounded; K-type thermocouples were inserted in these holes in 

order to measure the interior temperatures of the boiling block. These interior 

temperature readings were used to determine the surface temperature and heat flux at 

different locations from the jet stagnation point, point S in Figure 2.4, as discussed in the 

next section. In the Figure, the boiling block was cut into inverted T shape to enable 

minimizing the contact resistance with the heating element using the side protrusions as 

will be illustrated later. The average surface roughness of the exposed surface to the jet 

was measured before each run and was found to be less than 1 micron. 

12 

8 

6 

in 
"' 0 

Figure 2. 4 Locations of the thermocouples installed in the copper block. 
(All dimensions are in mm). 

Heat was provided to the boiling block by passing direct current from a 2.6 kW 
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DC power supply (XANTREX XFR 20-130, 0-20V 0-130A) through a 50 microns thick 

NiCr 80/20 foil placed beneath the copper block. As shown in Figure 2.5, to minimize 

the thermal contact resistance in the assembly of the boiling module, the copper block (1) 

is pressed onto the foil (5) by means of pressing the upper ceramic plate(6) on the two 

end protrusions of the copper block. Electrical isolation from the foil was maintained by 

coating the copper block bottom with aluminum oxide (8). Photographs showing the 

assembly steps are provided in Figure 2.6 and the assembled test section with the bubble 

dynamics measurements instrumentations settings are shown in Figure 2.7. 

3 
2 5 8 

1- Boiling block, 2- Power lugs, 3- Lower ceramic plate, 4- clamps, 

5- Ni/Cr foil, 6- Upper ceramic plate, 7- Quartz plate, 8- Ali03 

insulation layer 

Figure 2. 5 Assembly of the boiling module 
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(A) (B) 

(C) (D) 

(E) (F) 

Figure 2. 6 Photographs of boiling module assembly steps: 1- Boiling block, 2-Power 
lugs, 3- Lower Ceramic plate, 4- Heating foil clamps, 5- Ni/Cr heating foil (50 microns 

thick), 6- Upper ceramic plate, 7- Quartz side plates, 8- Quartz plates' clamps. 
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Figure 2. 7 Assembled test section with instrumentation of bubble dynamics 
measurements: 1- Nozzle, 2- Boiling module, 3- High speed camera, 4- Optical probe, 

5- probe holder, 6- XYZ micrometer, 7- K-type thermocouple, 8- Quench tank 

2.2 Analysis of Experimental Heat Transfer Data 

2.2.1 Nodalization of boiling module 
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Steady-state readings of the copper block interior temperatures were used to 

determine spatial distribution of the temperature and the heat flux on the boiling surface. 

Interior temperature measurements were taken at distances, x, from the jet stagnation 

equal to 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8 mm. The temperature value at the insulated right side (i.e. at x = 

10 mm) was determined using second degree polynomial fit of temperature data at x = 6 

mm and x = 8 mm together with the assumption of zero gradient at x= 10 mm. These 

readings have been used as input to a finite difference algorithm (FDA) used to 

determine the temperature distributions within the boiling block assuming two-

dimensional steady-state heat conduction as shown in Figure 2.8. 
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Figure 2. 8 Extrapolated temperatures at the adiabatic side of the boiling block 
using interior temperature measurements at the top and bottom thermocouple 

rows. 
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As illustrated in Figure 2.9, the computational domain represents one half of the 

boiling block (part (a) of the Figure) that is bounded by the two thermocouple rows at top 

and bottom. The remaining boundaries are two adiabatic sides: the left side at jet 

stagnation that is a line of symmetry and the right side that is insulated. The nodes of 

measurements, as well as the extrapolated nodes to the adiabatic side and the 

intermediate nodes used for numerical calculations are shown in part (b) of the Figure. 

i 
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~ 

~ 

~ 
~ 
~ "' j=:i ~ 

i=~x i=MUniform Heat Flux 

(b)(a} 
O Meanre4 ientperatu:re 

'"····························-· 

A ; Numerically cu:ulamcl 

• Extrapolated 

Figure 2. 9 Discretization of boiling block: (a) Physical domain representing half the 
block, (b) Computational domain showing nodes of: measurement, measurement 

extrapolations, and numerical calculation. 

2.2.2 Determination of surface temperature and heat flux 

The physical domain of interest within the boiling block can be represented by 

the following two-dimensional, steady-state, heat conduction Equation, assuming 

constant thermal conductivity: 
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For the shown computational domain in Figure 2.10, the following boundary 

conditions were applied: 

Atx=O 

8T(O,y) =O 
(2.2)ax 

Atx=X=0.01 m 

oT(X,y) =O 
(2.3)ox 

Aty=O 

T(x,O) =F1(x) (2.4) 

At y=Y=0.0015m 

T(x, Y) =F2 (x) (2.5) 

Where X = 0.01 m and Y = 0.0015 m are the dimensions of the FDA 

computational domain. F 1 and F2 are temperature values determined at the top and 

bottom boundary of the domain using Cubic hermite data fit of temperature readings 

along the two thermocouple rows. 

The partial differential heat conduction Equation (2.1) was converted into the 

following finite difference Equation: 
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7';+11· - 21'; 1· + 7';_11· T; 1·+1 - 21'; 1· +T; 1·-1' ' ' + ' ' ' =0 (2.6)(~)2 (~y)2 
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--- x Computational domain 

Figure 2. 10 Discretization scheme of the FDA domain 

The boundary conditions in the discretized form become: 

Atx=O, 

T 1 . =Tl . (2.7)- ,] ,] 

Atx=0.01 m, 

TM 1 . =TM-I . (2.8)+ ,] ,] 

Aty=Om, 

T. I= Tb . (2.9)
l, 'l 

At y=0.0015 m, 

T. N =Tt. (2.10)
l, 'l 

Where the subscripts 'b' and 't' refer to temperature values, measured and 
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interpolated, at the bottom and top thermocouple rows, respectively. As shown in Figure 

2.10, the exposed surface is not included in the computational domain. After the interior 

temperature distribution is determined, the spatial variation of the surface temperature, 

Ts(x) in the x-direction was calculated by extrapolating the interior temperature 

distribution in the y-direction to the surface using the second degree polynomial shown 

in Equation (2.11 ): 

(2.11) 

Where y = 2 mm, as it is measured from the bottom thermocouple row. The 

coefficients ao(x), a1(x), and a2(x) were determined using the interior temperature 

distribution in they-direction. The accuracy of the chosen fit was found acceptable since 

2R =1. Figure 2.11 shows the curve fit used for the case of for the case ofVn = 0.95 mis, 

LiTsub = 22 °C, at different locations x/w from the jet, where w is the jet width. 
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Figure 2. 11 Second degree polynomial fit of the interior temperature distribution 
between the two thermocouple rows. 

The gradients of temperature functions represented by Equation (2.11) were used 

to determine the spatial distribution of the surface heat flux using Equation (2.12) 

"( )--k 8T(y) =-kcu (a1 + 2a2 (0.002)) (2.12)qs X - Cu 8y 

y=0.002m 


2.2.3 Validation of the results of the finite difference algorithm 

Validation of the proposed FDA was conducted by comparing the predicted heat 

flux and surface temperature with those obtained from numerical simulations using 

ANSYS-CFX. In the numerical simulations of steady-state heat conduction within half of 

the copper block, the bottom boundary condition was exposed to a constant heat flux. 
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Two heat transfer coefficient profiles were assumed at the top boundary: linear and 

sinusoidal. Interior temperature values obtained from the simulations at the locations of 

thermocouples were used as input to the FDA code to calculate the heat flux distribution, 

which was then compared with the ANSYS-CFX simulation results. Figures 2.12 to 

2.15 illustrate the agreement between the FDA code predictions of spatial distributions of 

surface temperature and heat flux using various data fit schemes and ANSYS-CFX 

numerical simulations for linear and sinusoidal heat transfer coefficient functions. The 

use of the cubic hermite data fit technique with the number of calculation nodes in flow 

direction, M=21 (~x=0.5 mm) and that in the normal direction, N=6 (~y=0.3 mm) points 

gave the best agreement with the numerical results. The deviation in the surface 

temperature was less than 1 % in all FDA cases where as the maximum deviation of the 

predicted wall heat flux from the simulation results was about 12% at the right adiabatic 

side, which temperature was obtained by interpolation of measured temperatures, while 

the average deviation of the heat flux was approximately 5% along the heated surface. 

The proposed FDA results were also compared with those of an inverse heat 

conduction code developed by Woodfiled et al. (2006). As shown in Figures 2.13 and 

2.15, the heat flux values obtained near the insulated wall using the proposed FDA are in 

a better agreement with the ANSYS-CFX numerical simulation results than those 

obtained using the inverse heat conduction code. 
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Figure 2. 12 Comparison of FDA prediction of surface temperature using various 
interpolation schemes (case 1- Linear surface heat transfer coefficient profile) 
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Figure 2. 13 Comparison of FDA prediction of surface heat flux using various 
interpolation schemes (case 1- Linear surface heat transfer coefficient profile) 
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Figure 2. 14 Comparison of FDA prediction of surface temperature using various 
interpolation schemes (case 2- Sinusoidal heat transfer coefficient profile). 
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Figure 2. 15 Comparison of FDA prediction of surface heat flux using various 
interpolation schemes (case 2- Sinusoidal heat transfer coefficient profile). 
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2.3 Measurements of Bubble Dynamics 

2.3.1 Intrusive measurements 

An intrusive optical probe has been used to measure the frequency of bubble 

generation at various active nucleation sites on the heated surface. Figure 2.16 shows the 

structure of the intrusive optical probe. A single mode optical fiber of 900 microns clad 

diameter was used as the sensor. The clad of approximately 15 mm of the fiber was 

stripped to reduce the sensor tip to approximately 100 microns. The fiber was supported 

by inserting it through a 1 mm inner diameter, 200 mm long, stainless steel tube. The 

exposed length of the fiber to the flow was kept within 10 mm and the angle it makes 

with the heated surface was about 80° to achieve the following: 

1- Minimizing any fiber deflection due to the flow velocity. Visual observation of the 

fiber deflection with the water velocity at the highest level in the current study proved the 

deflection to be negligible. 

2- Minimizing the interference in bubble growth measurements from bubbles departing 

from upstream nucleation sites. With the above arrangement, only the local bubble is 

penetrated by the fiber tip. The oncoming bubbles from upstream locations would only 

bypass the probe tip and so would not affect the voltage spikes that represent local 

bubble growth. 

The support tube was then mounted on an XYZ micrometer to adjust the location 
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of the optical probe along the heated surface as has been shown in Figure 2.6 above. 

1 2 3 

~ 
4~ 

:: : #::::::: :: cit: ll!l111~ 

1- Steel tube (L=200mm, ID=l mm, OD=2mm) 


2- Single mode optical fiber (OD=0.9mm) 


3- Fiber exposed tip (L=15mm, D=0.1 mm) 


4- Packing Teflon tape 


Figure 2. 16 Optical probe structure. 

As shown in Figure 2.17, a laser transducer (ILX Lightwave 7900B) was used to 

transmit a single mode laser beam (wave length of 1558.8 nm) to a 2 x 2 light coupler 

(THORLABS). Due to the operational requirements of the coupler, only 50% of the light 

power was usable and transmitted through the probe fiber for measurements while the 

remaining 50% of the light intensity was dissipated into glycerin. 

Laser transmitter 

Sensor 

1 

2x2 Coupler 

2 

Transmitted beam 
Glycerin 

Reflected beam 

Figure 2. 17 Components of intrusive probe laser transceiver system 

Only part of the useful 50% light power would reflect back through the fiber. As 
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shown in Figure 2.18, the intensity of that reflection is determined according to the 

medium which the sensor tip is in contact with. 

( i .) UJJ iu liquid ( ii) Ttp in \"apor 

Volt 
Ii ii 

I i' 

time 

Figure 2. 18 Illustration of optical probe signal in JIB bubble dynamics 
measurements. 

Higher intensity would be reflected back into the fiber when the tip is in contact 

with vapor, while liquid contact with the sensor tip would result in larger dissipation of 

the transmitted light, and hence less reflection back through the fiber. Light reflection 

was received by a photodiode (THORLABS) which was equipped with a signal amplifier 

and a converter of the light signal into voltage signal that was recorded to determine the 
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bubble generation frequency and vapor contact time with the probe. The proper 

functioning of the optical probe was tested by repeatedly inserting and removing the fiber 

tip in a pool of water and observing the corresponding changes in the obtained voltage 

levels in both air and water. That enabled the determination of the base voltage value 

when the fiber tip is in contact with water. It also enabled the determination of the 

photodiode gain value and hence the voltage level above which the voltage values were 

considered to represent vapor contact with the fiber tip and not to be signal noise. 

Before each experiment, the fiber tip was cleaved to remove vapor- blinded tip 

from a previous run as recommended by Bogdanic et.al. (2007). The optical probe signal 

was recorded at a rate of 250 kHz on a separate PC using an NI-PCI-6220 DAQ card. 

The voltage signal analysis procedure to determine the bubble release frequency and 

liquid and vapor contact periods (i.e., tw and tg, respectively) is discussed below. 

The characteristics of the observed signal reflect the nature of vapor bubble 

generation on the heated surface in the nucleate boiling regime under jet impingement. 

These characteristics are the existence of only intermittent narrow spikes of high level 

signal within a larger base of low level signal. As shown in Figure 2.19, the short periods 

of time the spikes last (- 1 ms) represent the time taken by successive bubbles to attain a 

maximum diameter and then depart or collapse at the nucleation site. The number of 

spikes per unit time represents the frequency at which bubbles appear at certain location 
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whereas the duration of the contact represents the bubble retention time at the nucleation 

site from its growth onset until its collapse or departure. 

To obtain the release frequency and bubble growth time, the following procedures 

were applied to files containing information of probe signal values recorded at a certain 

location on the heated surface at a certain surface superheat given the jet velocity and 

degree of subcooling. Sampling frequency in all measurements was 250 kHz and the 

physical observation time of each file has been 0.1 s which was found statistically 

sufficient for multiple bubble generation cycles and for convenient data handling. 

According to previous recommendation by Bogdanic et al. (2007) on the sufficient 

sampling time, for each experiment using the optical probe, recording time of bubble 

activity was extended for at least five seconds, i.e., at least fifty sampling files. 

Procedure # 1: Determination of Release Frequency (I): 

1- As shown in Figure 2.19, the original signal was divided using a threshold 

voltage (V ts): 

Vts=Vmin+cv(Vmax-Vmin) (2.13) 

The recommended range of Cv values is between 0.15 and 0.25. This range has 

been determined based on previous guidelines by Shawkat (2007) and also by manually 

inspecting the range of Cv over which the estimation of frequency values of an 

experiment would only vary within 5%. 
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Figure 2. 19 Original vs. Final optical probe signals using spike root finding with 
average slopes technique (1 sample=4E-6 sec). 

2- The number of spikes in a file was determined by scanning the voltage values 

in the file to find the points where the difference of their voltage with Vis was positive 

while their preceding point voltage difference with Vis was negative. Counting the 

occurrence of such condition represents how many times (Nspikes) crossing of the value of 

Vis took place to initiate a spike. The bubble release frequency within the physical period 

of one file is thus: 
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N ·1re+ _ spz s H 
Ji - z (2.14)

O.ls 

3- The bubble release frequency of a given cooling condition was assumed to be 

equal to the average value of bubble release frequencies of the individual files: 

Lfi 
f =favg = N (2.15) 

files 

It is worth mentioning here that with the current study being the first attempt to 

use intrusive measurements in free JIB at flow velocity values> lm/s, there has been high 

uncertainty in determining whether some of the observed spikes should be considered 

representative of bubble growth or only due to signal noise due to flow fluctuations 

around the probe tip. So, the applicable range of the threshold voltage coefficient Cv was 

in the majority of experiments chosen close to its higher limit, i.e., Cv- 0.25, to eliminate 

the inclusion of low amplitude spikes which are highly prone to be due to signal noise. 

That choice was well in alignment with the asymptotic variations in the frequency values 

within 5% as discussed above. 

Procedure #2: Determination ofVapor contact time (tvc.::..W. 

The determination of vapor contact time has been a more complicated process. As 

shown in Figure 2.20, it is mandatory for the determination of this time period to include 

the rising and falling periods between a base voltage of the whole signal, Vi and Vis and 

add them to the period between the points of intersection with Vis (i.e., between A' and 
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B '). The following steps were applied to individual signal files to obtain the vapor 

contact periods: 

1- The Voltage range between V min and V max ofa file data was divided into 10 

equal divisions. 

2- A frequency analysis of the voltage values within each division is conducted. 

In all cases, the maximum frequency has been of voltage values within the lowest values 

division. The average voltage value within this division was taken as the signal base 

voltage ( Vi) where the root of a spike was assumed to be located. 

3- At the points of intersection of each spike with Vis (A' on the rising side and B' 

on the falling side), Central differencing using signal values at a point before and at a 

point after each of A' and B' was applied to determine the average signal slopes of the 

signal at the intersection points (i.e., at A' and B'). 

4- Straight lines with the average slopes obtained in step 3 were used to replace 

the signal below Vis, i.e., between each ofA' and B' and the line of Vi. 

5- The points of intersection between the lines obtained from step 4 and Vi line, 

i.e., A and B, are assumed to be the start and end points of a spike. The contact time 

representing a bubble growth time is thus the period between A and B. The average 

growth time was assumed to be the average of all contact periods in all sample files. 
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Figure 2. 20 Determination of vapour contact time using spike root finding with 
average slopes. 

2.3.2 Non-intrusive measurements 

Non-intrusive measurements of JIB bubble dynamics, i.e., bubble diameter, 

population intensity, and bubble motion, were conducted using high-speed video 

imaging. The main objective was to measure these three parameters under different flow 

conditions. This information is necessary to develop constitutive relations for closure of 

the global and subscale mechanistic JIB heat transfer models. 

The high speed camera (FASTEC troubleshooter) was adjusted to 1000 frames/sec and 

640 x 480 pixel/inch, for best image resolution. Two goose-neck light sources; 150 W 

each, were used to illuminate the flow field. By locating each lamp on one side of the 
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flow channel, light reflections on the free surface were minimized. Figure 2.21 

demonstrates the image processing steps carried out to obtain the bubble dynamics 

parameters. 

The procedure is similar to the bubble identification procedures presented in 

previous studies of PFB, Maurus et al. (2002) and Ferret et al. (2004). The first step was 

to decompose a recorded movie into stack of images (approximately 250 frames per flow 

condition), Figure 2.2l(a). Filtration of images was then applied to sharpen the bubble 

edges. A grey scale threshold was applied to convert the grey scale images into black and 

white images, as shown in Figure 2.21 (b), where white batches represent the bubbles. 

Finally, ellipses were drawn to encircle the irregular white batches and the larger 

diameter of an ellipse was assumed equal to the bubble diameter, Figure 2.21 ( c ). 

Flow 

i 0 
0 

0 

0 C) (. 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 2. 21 Procedure of image processing: a-Original pictures from movie, b
Processed B&W pictures, and c- Final pictures with ellipses representing bubbles 

The representative value of the bubble diameter under a given flow condition was 
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determined as the most probable diameter value in all the images. Bubble population was 

determined by taking the average bubble count of all images. Bubble motion within the 

fluid bulk was determined by tracking the life cycles of individual bubbles in a sequence 

of images. 

Unlike the case of PFB flow field, in free TIB the image sides needed to be 

cropped to remove light reflections at the intersection between the heater and the side 

glasses. Similar reflections were also observed in the vicinity of the stagnation. A 

condition of minimum white batch circularity of 0.75 was used to filter out these 

reflections from the bubble count where the circularity is defined as the ratio between the 

smaller and the larger diameter of an ellipse drawn around the white batch. 

2.4 Experimental procedure 

Prior to each experiment the boiling surface was cleaned by sanding using an 

Emry paper #1200 in one direction for about 1 minute and then washed with acetone. 

The purpose of this step was to maintain the initial condition of the surface for all 

experiments and to minimize the effect of oxidation on the nucleation process. This step 

did not affect the surface roughness which remained less than 1 micron over the entire 

course of experiments. The quartz plates were cleaned with wet cloth with acetone to 

allow for clear illumination of the flow field. 

The following steps were conducted in each experiment: 
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1- Water temperature and impingement velocity were adjusted using the immersion 

heater in the water tank, and a needle valve at the nozzle inlet, respectively. Both 

parameters were monitored throughout the run for re- adjustment if necessary. 

Sample time variation of the flow meter readings during a full experimental run is 

shown in Figure 2.22 below for case nominal jet velocity of 0.75 mis. With the 

exception of the first few seconds when the flow was initiated, the standard deviation 

in the velocity readings has been within ±0.0045 mis or ±0.65% of the average 

velocity. The reading of the jet velocity was stopped and restarted intermittently 

during the experiments to refresh the computer buffer. Therefore, at the restart of the 

velocity reading program, some drift in the velocity readings appeared. Due to the 

relatively small number of such readings as compared to the whole sample that 

extends over an hour of readings at 50 Hz, they were not considered in the calculation 

of the mean jet velocity and the corresponding deviation. Similarly, the fluctuations 

in the water temperature have been within ±1 °C of the nominal values. 

2- The heated surface temperature was adjusted using a proportional controller of 

the power supply output. The controller adjusts the power supply output based on the 

difference between the temperature reading of the farthest thermocouple inside the 

copper block from the jet stagnation and a pre-selected set temperature input into the 

controller. 
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3- After reaching a steady-state, readings of the block thermocouples were recorded 

at 50 Hz for thirty seconds. 
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Figure 2. 22 Jet velocity variations during a full experimental run 

4- Movies were recorded at one side of the heated surface. On the other side, bubble 

generation frequency was measured by moving the optical probe to individual active 

sites using the XYZ micrometer. The recording time was at least 5 seconds for every 

combination of flow velocity, water subcooling and surface superheat. 

5- Boiling data over the entire nucleate boiling regime was obtained by increasing 
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the set point temperature by increments of 2 to 3 °C and repeating steps 2, 3, and 4. 

2.5 List of Measured Parameters 

A summary of all measured parameters and techniques used in the current 

experimental investigation is provided in Table 2.1. 

Table 2. 1 Summary of techniques to determine various JIB parameters. 

No. 
Parameter Measurement/ Calculation techniques 

I. Local wall temperature, Ts(x) Extrapolation of interior temperatures. 

2. Local wall heat flux, qs(x) From the gradient of interior 
temperature distribution normal to the 

heated surface, using finite difference 

analyses (FDA). 

3. Onset of nucleate boiling 
(ONB) 

Visual observation of the flow domain, 
and Change of the slope of the boiling 

curve. 
4. Bubble diameter (Db) High speed imaging. Equals the average 

of maximum diameters identified in all 
images recorded for specific flow 

conditions. 

5. Active nucleation site 

density (Na) 

High speed imaging. Equals the average 
bubble count of all images recorded for 
specific flow conditions. 

6. Bubble release frequency (f) Number of optical probe signal spikes 

per unit time. 

7. Bubble growth time (tg) and 
wait time (tw) 

The width of an optical probe signal 
spike represents the growth time. The 

average wait time is calculated from the 
frequency and average growth time 

data. 
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Chapter 3 


EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF JIB 


CHARACTERISTICS 


3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, experimental investigation findings of single-phase and boiling 

heat transfer under jet impingement in open channel are presented. The aim of the 

present experimental investigation has been to support the development of JIB heat 

transfer models, which are presented in the following chapters. This support has been 

provided by, first, providing a physical understanding of: (1) the characteristics of jet 

impingement flow field in open flow channels, (2) the spatial distribution of single-phase 

and boiling heat transfer rate, and (3) the effect of jet velocity, subcooling and surface 

superheat on bubble dynamics parameters (bubble frequency, maximum bubble diameter, 

bubble motion, and population intensity. Second, the experimental findings have been 

used to develop constitutive sub-models of heat transfer and phase change parameters for 

closure of the developed JIB heat transfer models in the subsequent chapters. 

The spatial distribution of the heat transfer rate has been obtained using the 

interior temperature measurements and the FDA algorithm described in chapter 2. Bubble 

generation characteristics have been obtained using the single fibre optical probe and the 
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high speed video imaging. 

Table 3.1 lists the ranges of the jet velocity (Vn), degree of subcooling (~Tsub), 

degree of superheat (~Tsup), and dimensionless location from the stagnation point (x/w), 

where w is the jet width, considered in the present experimental investigation. 

Table 3. 1 Range of Jet and Surface Parameters considered in this study 

Parameter [ Unit] Range 

Vn [mis] 0.4, 0.55, 0.75, 0.95, 1.25, and 1.7 

~Tsub [0 C] 10, 15, 22, and 28 

~Tsup [0 C] -25 to 30, (increment of2 to 5 °C) 

x/w [-] 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8, 10. 

Bubble dynamics have been investigated under the various cooling conditions 

listed in Table 3.1 Selection of the set of experiments used in the development of the 

constitutive sub-models of the bubble dynamics parameters was based on the clarity of 

images, consistency and repeatability of the optical probe signal and the range of cooling 

conditions covered in these experiments. 

3.2 Jet Impingement Single Phase Heat Transfer Coefficient 

The values and distribution of the single phase heat transfer coefficient were 
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determined by conducting experiments in the single phase heat transfer regime, where 

the maximum surface temperature was kept below the liquid saturation temperature ( 

Ts,max = 95 °C). As the local wall heat flux, q: and the local surface temperature, Ts,x at 

distance x from the stagnation were determined using the finite difference analysis (FDA) 

of the steady-state interior temperature distribution in the copper block, the local heat 

transfer coefficient was obtained using Newton's law of cooling: 

h=--q_x_ 
(3.1)

(Ts -Tz) 

A unified sub-model of the single phase heat transfer coefficient that can be 

applied to the entire heater length has been developed. An empirical correlation has been 

developed for the stagnation heat transfer confident, h0 at x=O. A multiplier coefficient 

that accounts for the spatial variations of the heat transfer coefficient at :x/w>O has also 

been developed. The proposed correlation of the stagnation heat transfer coefficient is 

given in Equation (3.1) 

Nu =how =0.68Re0.53pr0.375 
o,w k w (3.2) 

f 

In Equation (3.2), the water properties were calculated at the film temperature; 

i.e., the average of the jet water temperature and the stagnation surface temperature. The 

characteristic length used to determine Re was the jet width, w. Figure 3.1 shows that 

Equation (3.2) correlates the experimental data of the heat transfer coefficient at the 
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most suitable correlations such as that by Inada et al. (1981) where the predictions were 

within ±35% 
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Figure 3. 1 Prediction of stagnation single phase heat transfer coefficient 

The spatial distribution of the local heat transfer coefficient is shown in Figure 

3.2. This data shows secondary peaks downstream of the stagnation point.. Schafer et al. 

(1991) and Duckle and Hollingworth (1996) observed and reported such wavy 

distribution.. However, Schaefer et al. (1991) did not provide any mathematical 
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formulation of such distribution. Duckle and Hollingworth (1996) developed a 

correlation of the spatial distribution of the single phase heat transfer, only downstream 

ofthe secondary peak. 
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Figure 3. 2 Spatial distribution of the single phase heat transfer coefficient. 

It has been postulated in the current study that the flow direction does not become 

parallel to the heated surface immediately after impingement. Rather, there are 

fluctuations in the velocity direction with the heated surface in cycles with decaying 
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amplitude of the angles at which the flow direction deviates from parallelism with the 

heated surface. This creates points along the heated surface where the shear stress and the 

heat transfer coefficient experience peaks and valleys in their magnitudes along the 

surface. The distribution of the local heat transfer coefficient shown in Figure 3.2 

indicates the existence of two peaks. These peaks have been consistently observed in all 

experiments at x/w-4 and at x/w - 8. Accordingly, a correlation using regression analysis 

has been developed to model the observed variations of the heat transfer coefficient. 

It is suggested that for a correlation to capture the observed variations of the local 

heat transfer coefficient it should include a shape factor, Aeff that is composed of two 

trigonometric functions, ).,1 and ).,2 such that: 

X (-0015~) 
,1,1 = [0.33 · cos(0.5.1l"-) + 0.67] · e w (3.3)

w 

x (-0.148~)
l 2 =[0.25·sin(0.27r-)+l]·e w (3.4)

w 

The values of the frequencies in the two trigonometric functions in Equations 

(3.3) and (3.4) were deduced from the needed variation in the shape factor to resemble 

the heat transfer coefficient profile with the observed two peaks. On the other hand, 

extensive trials have been conducted manually to determine the values of the coefficients 

of the trigonometric functions and the exponents to obtain good agreement with the 

experimentally obtained ratios between the local heat transfer coefficient downstream the 
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stagnation and the corresponding values right at the stagnation. 

The local heat transfer coefficient can be determined using the stagnation heat 

transfer coefficient value and the value of "A at the location of interest from Equation 

(3.5): 

(3.5) 


Figure 3.3 shows the variation of each of the two trigonometric functions as well 

as the resultant double peak shape factor with the distance from the jet stagnation. The 

proposed heat transfer coefficient shape factor is applicable only for the range between 

x/w=O and x/w=IO. 

In the following paragraphs, it is attempted to explain what could be the reasons 

for the observed double peaks in the heat transfer coefficient. Based on the proposal of 

the double peak shaper factor in Equation (3.5) to model those peaks, it is postulated that 

two factors contributed to this distribution: 

1- The fluctuations in the flow direction with respect to the heated surface 

downstream the stagnation. It is postulated that the flow velocity does not become 

completely parallel after impingement. Rather, there would be a length over which the 

flow direction slightly fluctuates in detachment-reattachment like motion with respect to 

the heated surface. Consequently, this would produce fluctuations in the shear stress and 

the heat transfer coefficient values. This cycle of direction changes is thought to be the 
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main contributor to the observed secondary peaks and is accounted for by l 1• 

2- The second trigonometric function, l 2 accounts for the decay in the heat 

transfer coefficient due to the boundary layer growth and so it has monotonically 

decaying shape with x/w. 

A lower agreement of±15%, was observed in the range of O< x/w < 2 and at the far end 

of the plate (i.e., at x/w-10). However, a better agreement, within ± 8%, was obtained 

between the two peaks (i.e., at 4 < x/w < 8). The location of the two peaks has been 

accurately captured by the proposed shape factor and the stagnation heat transfer 

coefficient as calculated from Equation (3.2). 
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Figure 3. 3 Components of the normalized heat transfer coefficient shape factor 
consisting of two trigonometric functions. 
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3.3 Variation of Liquid Film Thickness in Jet Impingement Flow 

The liquid film thickness is expected to vary with the jet velocity. An increase in 

the jet thickness would be accompanied with flow deceleration for the same mass flow 

rate through the flow channel. In the current study, the level of flow deceleration was 

found to increase with the reduction in the flow velocity. At lower jet velocity than 

approximately 1 mis, a noticeable increase in the film thickness was observed which also 

indicated a buildup of the liquid hydrostatic pressure. 

So, it could be postulated that such an increase in the liquid thickness is a flow 

adaptation to increase its hydrostatic pressure to overcome wall friction and to drive the 

flow further downstream the flow channel. Moreover, the location of the maximum film 

thickness was observed to become closer to the stagnation as the jet velocity was 

reduced. With the reduction in jet velocity, the initial flow kinetic energy is reduced and 

hence such flow adaptation is called upon earlier in channel to mitigate the early 

depletion of the jet kinetic energy against the friction. Under steady flow conditions, the 

formation of such hydraulic jump within the flow field is expected to decelerate the flow 

velocity and hence affects the characteristics of the single phase and nucleate boiling heat 

transfer. It would also affect bubble dynamics at various locations along the heated 

surface. Figure 3.4 shows the two characterizing parameters of the hydraulic jump. 

These parameters are the location of the hydraulic jump, Xhj and the liquid film thickness, 
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62, downstream of the jump which determines the corresponding mean film velocity, U2. 

In the visual observations of the flow field in the current study, the film thickness has 

been of uniform thickness at much larger values than the jet thickness at jet velocities of 

0.4 mis and at 0.56 mis. These conditions are thus believed to have caused an early jump 

in the flow field that it can cover the entire heated surface length. 

The location of the hydraulic jump has been measured together with the 

corresponding downstream liquid film thickness using a needle mounted on the XYZ 

micrometer that was used to adjust the optical probe location on the surface. The contour 

of the free surface was tracked by moving the needle in vertical direction away from the 

heated surface until a disturbance to the free surface is observed indicating that the 

needle is leaving the liquid bulk. The distance at which the disturbance is observed 

denotes the liquid film thickness o. 

1 
~hj 

" 

2 

Figure 3. 4 Hydraulic jump in jet impingement flow field. 
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The needle tip was then moved in the flow direction to determine the variation in 

8 at various locations from the stagnation. The hydraulic jump location, XhJ was 

associated with noticeable change, i.e., increase, in the value of 8 as shown in Figure 3.4. 

The distance, Xhj, was correlated in terms of the jet velocity as given in Equation (3.6). 

xh. 
_IJ_ = 6.51 · v,;·61 

(3.6)w 

Based on the variation of the liquid film thickness with impingement velocity 

shown in Figure 3.5, the following correlation has been developed to determine 82: 
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Figure 3. 5 Distribution of the mean film thickness and average velocity 
downstream of the hydraulic jump as a function of the jet velocity. 

As the water jet is issued into stagnant air, and since the jet flows under gravity in 
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downward direction, there is an increase in kinetic energy which results in reduction of 

the jet thickness. The average reduction in jet thickness is 16% for the range of jet 

velocities of the current study. However, as jet velocity reaches zero upon stagnation, as 

flow accelerates again in the parallel direction to the heated surface, the maximum 

velocity that it can hypothetically reach would be that at the nozzle, V n· 

If that would be the case, the flow could be approximated to have been divided 

into halves each of thickness equal to half the jet width, w/2. Similar assumption has 

been made by Liu and Lienhard (1992) in the analysis of single-phase planar jet flow 

filed. By assuming the liquid film thickness upstream a hydraulic jump to be equal to 

half the jet width, i.e., t51=w/2 and by, applying the conservation of mass between 

sections 1 and 2 in Figure 3.4, U2 can be determined from: 

(3.8) 

3.4 Jet Impingement Boiling Curve 

3.4.1 Effect of Jet Parameters on Boiling Curve 

One of the main objectives of this work is to investigate the effect ofjet velocity, 

water subcooling and surface superheat on the boiling curve. The aim of such 

investigation is to develop a sub-model that would be able to determine the degree of 

superheat corresponding to the onset of nucleate boiling, LiToNB under JIB. The 

determination of LiToNB is essential for the development of the bubble dynamics sub
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models needed for the JIB heat transfer model. Figure 3.6 shows a typical JIB curve 

under including the single-phase and nucleate boiling regimes. 

Three slopes designating three regimes can be easily identified in Figure 3.6. The 

least slope is associated with single phase heat transfer where no bubbles are generated 

on the heated surface. 

An increase the wall degree of superheat would result in the appearance of few 

bubbles on the surface that interrupt the thermal boundary layer and agitate the liquid 

film in the vicinity of the heated surface. The formation of the bubbles results into an 

increase in the heat transfer coefficient. 

In the partial boiling regime, bubble generation is intermittent with only few 

isolated, distant, bubbles growing on the surface to relatively small sizes. In most cases 

the bubbles remained attached to the surface before they eventually disappeared. 

Increasing the degree of superheat further causes boiling to become more vigorous with 

more bubbles generated resulting in a further increase in the slope of the boiling curve. 

Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show the variation of the heat flux and heat transfer 

coefficient with the jet velocity and degree of subcooling The vertical lines on Figures 

3.7a and 3.7b refer to the boiling onset surface superheats at two different velocities. It 

should be noticed that the heat transfer coefficient was determined using the overall 

temperature difference between the heated surface and the water at the stagnation. 
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Figure 3. 6 (a) JIB curve at x/w = 6 in the case of V0 =1.25 m/s and .0..Tsub=22 °C. (b) 


bubble size and population intensity) 


In Figure 3.7a, the boiling onset has been identified as the point of intersection 

between the two straight lines representing the trends of the single-phase and nucleate 
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boiling regimes, respectively. Figure 3.7b allowed better determination of this parameter 

as it is the temperature at which the value of the heat transfer coefficient has first 

changed from its approximately constant value in the single phase regime denoting an 

improvement due to bubble generation. 

It is concluded that an increase in jet velocity from level 0.75 mis to 1.25 mis has 

shifted the onset of nucleate boiling from a wall superheat of 9 °C to 16 °C, while the 

degree of subcooling was maintained at 15 °C. This trend is expected as increasing jet 

velocity reduces the thickness of the momentum and thermal boundary layers, White 

(1996), which under constant temperature difference would dictate steeper gradient at the 

wall denoting higher heat transfer rate. On the contrary, this has adverse impact on 

bubble nucleation as reducing the thickness of the superheated liquid with the velocity 

would result in suppressing the bubble growth. Hence, bubble nucleation would start at 

higher surface superheat, Rohsenow et al. (1998). In addition, bubble growth is also 

suppressed due to the increase of condensation heat loss to the liquid bulk at higher flow 

velocity, Unal (1976). 

Increasing the degree of subcooling from L1Tsub = 15 °C to i:1Tsub = 28 °C as 

indicated in Figure 3.8 resulted in an increase in the i:1ToNB from 9 °C to 18 °C. This is 

again in accordance with the expectations of the physical interpretation of the JIB 

process. Increasing the degree of Subcooling results in an increase in the temperature 
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gradient (hence in the heat transfer rate) at a given velocity (boundary layer thickness is 

maintained) and wall superheat. Again the increase in subcooling results in reduction in 

the thickness of the boundary layer where superheated liquid exists. Higher surface 

superheat would be needed to initiate and sustain bubble nucleation and growth. 

By comparing Figures 3.7 and 3.8, it is concluded that in the current study, the 

increase in wall heat flux due to the increase in forced convection heat transfer at the 

higher jet velocity can be offset at the lower jet velocity in the nucleate boiling regime by 

early, and then more intense bubble generation. Same offset can be obtained by changing 

the liquid subcooling. For given wall superheat and velocity, the increase in temperature 

gradient at higher subcooling is offset by flow agitation due to early bubble generation at 

the lower subcooling. As shown in Figure 3.8b, the heat transfer coefficient at the lower 

subcooling could be as high as twice the value at the higher subcooling obtained at the 

same wall superheat and jet velocity. 

In addition to the wall superheat, other surfaced conditions such as the surface 

roughness and material could also affect the overall heat transfer such as the nucleation 

density, Hahne et al. (2006). In the study by Shoukri et al. (1978) the effect of surface 

conditions on the increase of the pool boiling heat flux has been represented in terms of 

bubble flux density which depends on the number active nucleation sites density and 

frequency of bubble emission from the existing cavities on the surface, which in tum 
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depends on the size and shape of those cavities. Another influence on the overall heat 

flux due to bubble nucleation is the enhanced liquid flow due to the induced liquid 

motion around a growing bubble by surface tension variations, termed as Marangoni 

effect, Petrovic et al. (2004). This effect is considered to be highly important in situations 

of pool boiling in reduced gravity environment, where the Marangoni effect is 

comparable with the buoyancy induced flow relative to the heated surface. In forced 

convection boiling, this effect is yet being overlooked due to the significantly small 

surface tension induced flow velocity with respect to the bulk flow velocity. In the 

current study, only the effect of nucleation density on the heat transfer coefficient has 

been considered as will be discussed in Chapter 6 for the range ofjet flow velocity. Both 

material and surface roughness effect were out of the scope of the current study and only 

single material type, Copper, and surface roughness level were used throughout the 

experimental investigations, where the surface roughness was maintained below 1 

micron. 
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Figure 3. 8 Effect of liquid subcooling on: (a) Stagnation heat flux, and (b) 

Stagnation heat transfer coefficient. 
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3.4.2 Variations of Local Boiling Curves 

Figure 3.9 shows boiling curves at various locations, xlw, along the heated 

surface. The degree of change of the local boiling curve slopes were found to depend on 

the location. The farther the location from jet stagnation, the less the slope change 

becomes and the wider the range of superheat it takes to reach fully developed slope. At 

stagnation, the change in boiling curve slope could be approximated to a single steep 

change from single phase to nucleate boiling as there is no distinction at stagnation 

between partial boiling and fully developed boiling. Boiling curves at downstream 

locations (in Figure 3.9, at x/w=4 and x/w=8) have more gradual slope changes from 

single phase to partial boiling and from partial boiling to fully developed nucleate boiling 

regimes. The farther the location from stagnation the more pronounced the three regions 

are and the wider the range over which partial nucleate boiling exists as shown in Figure 

3.9 where partial boiling extends over superheat range of 7 °Cat x/w=4 and over 11 °Cat 

x/w=8). These observations of boiling curve shapes and slope changes is consistent with 

previous observations reported by Wolf et al. (1996) where it has been proposed that the 

stagnation boiling curve is characterized with only one steep change in the slope due to 

simultaneous activation of multiple nucleation sites as boiling onset is delayed to 

relatively elevated superheat. 

Another aspect to be discussed here is the distribution of the wall superheat with 

the flow conditions and the applied heat flux. As shown in Figure 3.10, the wall 
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superheat is always increasing with the distance from the stagnation. Since for a target 

average surface superheat the input heat flux varies with the jet velocity and subcooling, 

the difference between the wall superheat at x!w=10 and that at the stagnation varies 

between 5 and 8 °C. This variation could affect the timing at which the onset of boiling is 

observed at various locations on the heated surface and hence affect the determination of 

the boiling onset superheat. It is to be emphasized that boiling would usually start at 

downstream locations before stagnation. However, the associated values of boiling onset 

superheat at the downstream locations could be less or higher than of the stagnation 

depending on the range of the local wall temperature distribution. 
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Figure 3. 9 Local boiling curves, V0 = 0.95 mis and .1Tsub = 22 °C. 
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Figure 3. 10 Effect of surface heat flux on the spatial distribution of the heated 
surface temperature. (1: V0 =0.75m/s, 2:V0 =0.95m/s, 3:V0 =1.25m/s, B:~Tsub=l5 °C, 

C: ~Tsub=22 °C) 

3.4.3 Onset of Nucleate Boiling 

Table 3.2 presents the observed values of the wall superheat associated with the 

onset of nucleate boiling as determined from the changes of the boiling curve slopes as 

discussed above. This value of surface superheat is thought to be in direct proportion 

with the jet velocity and liquid subcooling as both parameters suppress the onset of 

nucleation due to the delay in the provision of suitable environment and limited liquid 

superheat in the vicinity of the nucleation sites. With the growth of thermal boundary 

layer, it is also expected that boiling onset will occur at relatively lower surface 
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temperatures. Similar trend of the onset boiling superheat with the distance has been 

reported by Robidou et al. (2003). However, even with repeating 20% of the 

experiments, the observed trends of the boiling onset superheat with the jet velocity 

subcooling or the location were not in well agreement with the expected trends, as can be 

concluded from Table 3.2. Based on the aforementioned observations and assumptions, 

Equation (3.9) has been developed to predict LiToNB and was in overall agreement with 

the experimental values within ±40%. 

The scatter in the observed boiling onset superheat which has limited the success 

in predicting the postulated trends of LiToNB with the various jet parameters is basically 

attributed to the effect of non-condensable gases in the water that could have remained 

even after degassing. The observed changes in the boiling curve slopes which have been 

used to identify the value of LiTONB are sensitive to the intensity of bubble activity in 

terms of the number of active sites and the attainable bubble size. Those parameters 

determine the extent of interruption to the bulk flow and hence the additional 

improvement to the heat transfer rate. The bubble activity is highly sensitive to the flow 

velocity and local subcooling which affect the heat transfer coefficient and the bubble 

growth rates. The observed peaks in the single phase heat transfer coefficient at 

downstream locations could have thus an impact on the observed delays in bubble 

activity role and that accordingly limited the success to predict the delay in the boiling 
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onset at those locations using Equation (3.9). So, Equation (3.9) should be considered as 

an initial attempt in the context of modeling of the details of boiling onset under free jet 

impingement configuration in the vicinity of the jet stagnation with constant mass flow 

rate. It should be noticed that that as the jet velocity increases the ratio between the mean 

film velocity Uz to the jet velocity Vn also increases. On the other hand, as the jet velocity 

is decreased the local liquid film velocity decreases accordingly such that in some cases 

U1N n would be around 0.1 due to the formation of the hydraulic jump and the associated 

buildup of the film thickness. Thus, the use of the ratio U,Nn does not contradict the 

hypothesis that the L\TONB is in direct proportion with the jet velocity. Rather it accounts 

for the effect of flow deceleration due to the formation of hydraulic jumps in free jet 

impingement configuration. 

O.IS x
U1 o.os (-0.014;) 

L\ToNB =10. vn . Jasub . e (3.9)( J
 

Table 3. 2 Experimental boiling onset superheat. 

Vn, m/s L\Tsub, °C x/w L\ToNs, °C 
0.75 28 0 18 
0.75 15 0 9 
0.95 22 0 10 
0.95 10 0 12 
1.25 22 0 13.5 
1.25 10 0 12 
1.25 22 2 18 
1.25 10 2 14 
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1.7 22 2 17 
0.95 22 4 9 
0.95 10 4 11 
1.25 10 4 16 
1.7 22 4 11 

0.75 15 6 10 
0.75 28 6 11 
0.95 22 6 17 
0.95 10 6 15 
1.25 22 6 17 
1.25 10 6 15 
1.7 22 6 12.5 

0.75 28 8 10 
0.75 15 8 17 
0.95 10 8 16 
0.95 22 8 8 
1.25 10 8 17 
1.25 22 8 18 
1.7 22 8 18.5 

0.75 15 10 14 
0.75 28 10 18 
0.95 22 10 20 
0.95 10 10 16.5 
1.25 22 10 14 
1.25 10 10 15.5 
1.7 22 10 15 

3.5 Non-Intrusive Measurements of JIB Bubble Dynamics 

Non-intrusive observations using high speed camera have been carried out to 

study the variation of bubble diameter, bubble population intensity and bubble growth 

termination scenario under various jet impingement cooling conditions. 

As a first step, the image processing procedure described in chapter 2 was applied 

to stacks of approximately 250 successive frames for each cooling condition. Then, 
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statistical analysis of the bubble diameters and number of bubbles detected in the stack 

frames was carried out. Histograms have been generated for each case to determine the 

most probable value of the bubble dynamic parameters corresponding to given jet 

velocity, degree of subcooling and surface superheat. In the following subsections, a 

description is presented of the development of the empirical sub-models of the bubble 

dynamics parameters based on these non-intrusive measurements. 

3.5.1 Bubble Diameter 

The value of the most probable bubble diameter was obtained from the 

distribution of individual bubble diameter values obtained from the visual observations. 

Figure 3 .11 shows the probability of occurrence of bubble diameter values in between 

arbitrarily specified bin values over the expected range of bubble diameter. Zero 

probability of a bin value means there was no bubble diameters observed less than or 

equal to this value. The same applies to the analysis of the bubble population probability 

shown in the following section. The bubble diameter was found to increase 

proportionally with the wall superheat and inversely with liquid subcooling and jet 

velocity. 

As the wall superheat increases, the available energy in the superheated liquid 

layer increases which promotes bubble growth to larger diameters. Bubbles start to lose 

heat to the liquid bulk as they protrude into the subcooled liquid. An increase in the jet 
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velocity increases condensation losses from the bubble to the subcooled liquid. In 

addition, bubble sizes are limited as jet velocity increases due to the reduction in the 

momentum boundary layer thickness. 
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Figure 3. 11 Probability distribution of bubble diameter. at LiTsub=lO °C and 22 °C, 
and V n=l.25 m/s. 

Equation (3.10) has been developed using the experimental data of the 

representing bubble diameter, ~' which is the diameter value with the maximum 

probability of occurrence in the visual observations samples, This empirical sub-model 

has been developed using non-linear regression analysis including all three inputs that 

characterize the JIB process, i.e., jet velocity in terms of Reynolds number, (Rew= 
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Pf Vnwlµfl, wall superheat in terms of superheat Jacob number , (Jasup=pr.cpL1Tsu!Pvhrg) 

temperature, Jasup, and the subcooling Jacob number, (Jasub=pr.cpL1TsuWPvhrg). 

Db= 2.3136-0.00261 · Rew+ 3.6896 x 10-7 
· Re~-0.01055 · Jasub 

(3.10)
+ 9.95 x 10-5 

· Ja;ub + 0.127 · Jasup - 0.00146 · Ja;up 

A comparison between the values of Db obtained experimentally and those 

obtained using Equation (3.10) and using previous correlations such as those proposed by 

Unal et al. (1976) and by Basu (2003) is illustrated in Figure 3.12. Equation (3.10) 

proved to be more appropriate in predicting the bubble diameter under JIB conditions 

than the previous correlations. It is to be emphasized that as Equation (3.10) has been 

developed using experimental data over specific ranges of wall superheat, liquid 

subcooling and jet velocity, it cannot be used with the same confidence at lower or higher 

ranges of those parameters neither does it give accurate predictions at very low wall 

superheat or subcooling ( e.g., at zero wall superheat the predicted bubble diameter would 

not be zero which is obviously not physically expected). It is worth noting here that the 

other correlations proposed in previous researches have been developed for different 

boiling conditions and/ or configuration. 
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Figure 3. 12 Prediction of the most probable bubble diameter. 

For example, the bubble diameter correlation in Unal (1976) has been developed 

for low velocity, high pressure water flow in horizontal pipe. Basu (2003) has developed 

her correlation for vertical water flow in square duct, whereas Fritz correlation was 

developed for pool boiling configuration according to Narumanchi et al. (2008). 

Equation (3.10) represents a first attempt to predict the bubble diameter usmg 

experimental data that was originally obtained under horizontal JIB configuration. 

3.5.2 Bubble Population Intensity 

The bubble population intensity, N", is defined as the number of bubbles per unit 

area of the heated surface. N" has been determined from visual observations within the 
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area of focus of the high speed camera as described in chapter 2. Figure 3.13 shows 

probability of occurrence of bubble population intensity captured for six experiments 

( conditions of which are represented in the Figure legend. where the surface temperature 

Ts is the average heated surface temperature). Only few distant active nucleation sites, 

and hence few bubbles, were observed within the area of focus in the partial boiling 

regime. As the wall superheat was increased, the number of active sites increased and site 

spacing decreased. Increasing the wall superheat further resulted in increasing bubbles 

diameters. 
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Figure 3. 13 Sample probability distributions of the bubble population. 

Accordingly, bubbles started to merge vigorously, which made the detection of 
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individual bubbles before merging extremely difficult. The proposed models of both 

bubble diameter and population (i.e., Equations (3.10) and (3.11)) have been developed 

using experimental data that was obtained over range of surface superheat Lffsup=8 and 

20 °C where appropriate level clarity of the flow field was available to measure the size 

and count the number of bubbles on the heated surface. 

N" has been correlated as function of the jet velocity in terms of Reynolds 

number and both degree of subcooling and degree of superheat in terms of Jasub and Jasup; 

respectively. Equation (3.11) provides the correlation of N" under the current JIB 

conditions. 

N"=-1.04786x 107 + 2339· Rew-0.4306· Re!+ 260409· Jasub 
(3.11)2 2 - 2520 · Jasub + 52291 · Jasup + 276.2 · Jasup 

The prediction of Equation (3.11) is demonstrated in Figure 3.14 along with 

predictions using correlations from existing literature for PFB conditions developed by 

Chwala (1999) and Basu (2003), which was reported by Narumanchi et al. (2008). 

Although the wide scatter in the obtained experimental data, even with the 

repetition of experimental runs resulted in some predictions being over twofold of the 

experimental values, there is still a noticeable improvement in the prediction of bubble 

population using Equation (3.11) as compared to predictions of previous correlations and 

the majority of the predictions were yet within ±50% of the experimental data. This 

scatter in the experimental data is again attributed to the interference from non
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condensable gases which could have possibly contributed to the number of amount of 

bubbles appearing within the focus area during the conduct of visual observations. It is 

concluded here that for better agreement in future studies, online degassing should be 

applied even though distilled or highly purified water is used to eliminate entrapment of 

air along the flow path during the conduct of free jet impingement cooling experiments. 

Another improvement to the conduct of this type of experiment could be to provide a 

means of isolation around the jet impingement assembly from the room environment to 

control of air content around the boiling surface. 
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Figure 3. 14 Prediction of the proposed sub-model of the bubble population. 

Table 3.3 lists the JIB conditions at which the experimental results have been 

used to develop the bubble diameter and population density sub models. Further 

information on the ranges of parameters over which the experimental data was obtained 
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is provided in Table 3.3. The bounds of applicability of the proposed Equations (3.10 and 

3.11) would hence be: 1500 to 4500 for Rew, 2s to 70 for Jasub, and 35 to 60 for Jasup· 

Table 3. 3 Experimental vs. predicted bubble diameter and population intensity. 
Rew Jasub Jasup Db,Exp, 

mm 
D b,predicted, 

mm 

N"Exp, 
m-2 

N"predicted, 
m-2 

1886 56.97 51 1.65 1.11 l.35E+06 2.44E+06 

1913 56.93 59.9 0.29 0.76 I.70E+06 3.20E+06 

2438 66.06 39 0.17 0.61 l.44E+06 l.33E+06 

2463 66.03 45 0.28 0.62 l.OOE+06 l.79E+o6 

2510 66.05 40.5 0.46 0.58 6.50E+05 l.46E+06 

2554 66 51 0.94 0.47 l.20E+06 2.28E+o6 

2563 44.94 47.9 0.29 0.51 3.36E+06 2.44E+06 

2584 50.98 42.9 0.84 0.52 8.00E+05 2.16E+o6 

2613 29.94 44.9 0.33 0.55 l.69E+06 l.13E+06 

3073 66.07 36 0.17 0.2 l.40E+06 l.09E+o6 

3136 66.02 48 0.26 0.23 l.80E+06 l.97E+06 

3183 44.98 36 0.12 0.15 1.12E+06 l.46E+06 

3199 44.97 39 0.27 0.2 l.98E+06 l.67E+06 

3293 29.94 41.9 0.32 0.25 2.40E+05 7.68E+05 

3341 29.93 50.9 0.2 0.17 l.40E+06 l.44E+06 

4043 66.07 36 0.23 0.21 7.98E+05 3.84E+05 

4105 66.03 45 0.27 0.32 l.40E+06 9.85E+05 

4292 44.94 50.9 0.32 0.32 3.60E+06 l.62E+06 

4416 29.92 53.9 0.3 0.36 1.50E+06 6.03E+05 

3.5.3 Bubble Growth Termination (BGT) Scenario 

High speed imaging has also been used to investigate the effect of surface and jet 

conditions on the process of bubble growth and bubble growth termination (BGT) 

scenario. A sample of the sequence of images used to carry out such task is shown in 

Figure 3.15. The identification of the most probable BGT scenario is important in 
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modeling of JIB heat transfer. Depending on the BGT scenario, different heat transfer 

mechanisms would take place at various locations of the heated surface area. Two BGT 

scenarios have been identified and detected in the current study: Local Collapse (LC), 

and Bubble Departure (BD). 

Flowl 
t= 0 ms t= 0.7ms t=l.3ms t=2ms 

t=3.3ms t=4.7ms t=6ms t=7ms 

Db=3.2mm D,,= l.76mm Db= I.I mm D,,=O mm 

Figure 3. 15 Visual observation of bubble growth and BGT scenario. A case of LC 
identified for V0 =0.55 mis, ATsub = 15 °C and ATsup = 20 °C. 

Visual observations of the flow field indicated that no BD occurred downstream 

of any hydraulic jump. . This could be attributed to the low average flow velocity 

downstream of the jump. In which case, flow drag would not be strong enough to cause 

the bubble to move (slide) along the surface or depart from the surface. Therefore, only 

LC is possible. On the other hand, upstream of the jump where flow velocity is high, 

bubbles might or might not remain attached to the surface depending on the degree of 
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superheat which controls the rate of bubble growth. In this case, both LC and BD 

scenarios are possible. In the current study, at jet velocities higher than 1 mis, bubble 

sliding was commonly observed as the BGT scenario, whereas at jet velocities lower 

than 1 m/s, even small bubbles remained attached at their nucleation sites until they 

locally collapsed. The latter is typical of the situation downstream the hydraulic jump. 

The bubble sliding distance, Lsud, has been measured and found to be in the order of few 

bubble diameters. Equation (3.11) provides the average value ofLslid· 

(3.12) 


Equation (3.12) can be only used to determine the sliding distance at upstream 

locations of a hydraulic jump and for jet velocities higher than 1 mis. The stagnation 

region is an exceptional case of the aforementioned sliding criteria as it is postulated 

here that bubbles generated at the stagnation will locally collapse, regardless of the 

velocity value. 

3.6 Intrusive Measurements of Bubble Dynamics Parameters 

3.6.1. Bubble Release Frequency 

As discussed in chapter 2, an intrusive optical probe has been used in the current 

study to measure the bubble release frequency, fat various nucleation sites. In addition, 

the bubble growth period, tg was calculated from the contact time between a growing 

bubble and the probe The values of the bubble release frequency and growth time 
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presented below are the time average values of the measurements at various nucleation 

sites along the heated surface where the corresponding steady state surface superheat was 

taken to be the average of the entire heated surface .. The probe locations vary as the 

nucleation sites were first identified visually and then the probe tip was moved to the 

active sites to take the measurements. At least 3 different locations were used per each 

test run to obtain the average frequency and contact period. From the calculation offand 

fg, the waiting time, fw between a bubble growth termination and the successive bubble 

growth onset has been determined using Equation (3.13) 

1 
t =--t 
w f g (3.13) 

An example of how the bubble release frequency was determined is discussed 

below for the case ofVn = 0.4 mis, ~Tsub= 20 °C, and ~Tsup,avg= 20 °C The first step is to 

record the frequency values at the various locations (in this example at x/w=O, 3, and 7) 

under steady state conditions for sufficient period of time, i.e., long enough to capture 

several cycles of bubble generation. This period was approximately between 5 to 8 

seconds. For ease of data handling, the probe signal recording was divided into samples 

with each sample file containing information about the voltage signal over 100 

millisecond as shown in Figure 3.16. A histogram was then generated using 10 bins to 

investigate the distribution of the frequency values. As shown in Figure 3.17, the 

frequency values distribution resembles normal distribution and hence the representing 
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value of the bubble release frequency was simply the mean of the frequency values. 
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Figure 3. 16 Time history of bubble release frequency at V0 =0.4 mis, ATsub=20 °C, 
and ATsup,avg=20 °C. 

Most Probable frequency - 775 Hz 
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Frequency J (Hz) 

Figure 3. 17 Histogram of bubble release frequency (For the case of Figure 3.16). 

Trend analysis of the bubble release frequency with the jet velocity, liquid 

subcooling and wall superheat has been conducted. An example of the obtained trends is 

shown in Figure 3.18 where the variation of the bubble release frequency was plotted 

against the dimensionless wall superheat Jasup for various Rew and Iasub levels. 
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As shown in Figure 3.18, the bubble release frequency was found to increase with 

the wall superheat. This is expected since high superheat is a favorable condition for 

promoting bubble nucleation, and hence it would increase the number of bubbles 

released. It is worth mentioning here that despite the obtained monotonic increase of the 

release frequency with the wall superheat as reflected from the shown experimental 

result, this trend may change at higher wall superheat levels than those at which the 

results shown have been obtained. This would be attributed to the increase of the 

maximum attainable bubble diameter and bubble merging on the surface which could 

result in lower release frequency as sensed by the optical probe due to the elongated 

bubble retention on the heated surface. However, in the current study such change in the 

frequency trend with wall superheat could not be confirmed. 
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Figure 3. 18 Variation of bubble release frequency with wall superheat 
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An increase in the degree of subcooling, on the other hand, results in a decrease 

in the release frequency. It is postulated here that this is primarily due to the increase in 

the waiting time at higher subcooling due to the increase in the required time for the 

liquid to attain the appropriate level of superheat for bubble growth onset. In addition, it 

is postulated here that the bubble growth rate decreases with liquid subcooling due to 

higher condensation losses to the subcooled fluid bulk, Unal (1976). 

Increasing the jet velocity was found to found to adversely affect the bubble 

release frequency. This can be attributed to the increase in waiting time for succeeding 

bubble to start growing after a preceding bubble has collapsed or departed from the 

nucleation site due to an increased possibility of liquid flooding of these site and the 

increased condensation losses. In addition the thickness of both momentum and thermal 

boundary layers decreases with the increase in flow velocity. Hence, the available 

amount of superheat in the vicinity of the heated surface will subsequently be less which 

demotes the bubble growth onset. 

From the above discussion and using the experimental data of the most probable 

bubble release frequency at various combinations ofjet velocity, subcooling, and surface 

superheat, a correlation given in Equation 3 .14 has been developed to model the 

aforementioned variation of the bubble release frequency as function of the three JIB 

parameters. The agreement between the proposed submode! and the experimental data is 
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presented in Figure 3.19. 
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Figure 3. 19 Prediction of bubble release frequency using Equation 3.14 

Table 3.4 lists all experimental conditions used to develop the correlation in 

Equation (3 .14) and a comparison between the experimental and predicted frequency 

values using Equation (3.14). Equation (3.14) has been developed for Rew range between 

540 and 1720, Jasup range between 33 and 105, and Iasub range between 30 and 85. 
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Table 3. 4 Experimental and predicted bubble release frequency 

Rew Jasub Jasup /exp, 

Hz 
/predicted, 

Hz 
536.83 60.29 90.43 942 1238 

542.54 60.31 75.39 719 871 

542.54 60.31 75.39 1050 871 

545.73 60.33 66.36 1232 682 

999.7 45.2 84.38 1193 549 

1004.3 45.21 78.37 792 476 

1008.8 45.22 72.35 452 408 

1013.1 45.23 66.33 1134 345 

1017.3 45.24 60.31 529 288 

1021.3 45.24 54.29 248 236 

1027 84.48 84.48 323 182 

1030.7 84.5 78.46 296 157 

1244.5 30.12 90.36 674 818 

1293.6 30.16 39.21 75 166 

1298.5 84.47 87.49 57 124 

1309.9 84.51 72.44 45 87 

1325.3 84.58 48.33 52 41 

1637.5 45.18 105.41 361 324 

1658.3 45.2 90.39 277 239 

1673.9 45.21 78.37 355 181 

1695.5 45.24 60.31 186 110 

1711.7 45.26 45.26 96 64 

1723.5 45.27 33.2 25 36 

3.6.2. Bubble Growth and Waiting Times 

The bubble growth has been found to strongly depend on the degree of superheat. 

This is reflected by the inverse proportion between the average growth time at each level 

of surface superheat shown in Figure 3.20. At higher superheat, there is an increase in the 

available heat supply from the superheated liquid layer that promotes bubble growth 
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which results in faster growth to the maximum bubble diameter. 

Both the flow velocity and liquid subcooling has adversely affected the bubble 

growth time. This is attributed to the reduction expected in the maximum attainable 

bubble diameter with the increase of both parameters. This reduction in the maximum 

diameter is due to the increase in drag force on the bubble and condensation losses from 

the bubble to the liquid. The increase in condensation losses in fact can support the role 

of drag in early eviction of bubbles from the nucleation sites. With the increase in 

condensation losses, the net heat to the bubble decreases and hence its growth rate is 

expected to decrease. This reduces the liquid resistance to displacement due to bubble 

expansion into the liquid bulk. With this liquid resistance tending to retain the bubbles at 

the nucleation sites, and so acting as resistance to flow drag, reduction in this resistance 

would result in early bubble eviction. In addition, with the increase in flow velocity, there 

would be reduction in the thermal boundary layer thickness and consequently in the 

superheated layer thickness from where the growing bubble receives the heat required for 

growth continuation. 

The increase in liquid subcooling also contributes to the limitation in the 

available liquid superheat in the vicinity of the heated surface which occupies a portion 

of the thermal boundary layer that decreases with the increase in liquid subcooling. An 

overall reduction in average growth time dropped from 0.5 ms at Rew' 1000 to below 0.1 
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ms at Rew-1700 over a range of wall superheat between Jasup =33 and 90. It should be 

emphasized here that this conclusion is limited to the ranges of wall superheat and jet 

parameters shown in Table 3.5. 
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Figure 3. 20 Variation of experimental bubble growth time with surface superheat. 

Using the mean growth time determined from the histograms generated for each 

experiment during which the optical probe was used, a sample is shown in Figure 3.21, 

the following constitutive submodel of the bubble growth time has been developed: 

O. l 3 . e(-0.002-Rew) 

t g ,predicted = , sec (3.15)Ja1.01 
sup 
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Figure 3. 21 Probability distribution of bubble growth time in the case of Vn=0.4 
mis, ATsub=20 °C, and ATsup,avg=20 °C. 

Equation (3.15) has been developed using data obtained over the same ranges of 

Rew, Jasub and Iasup of Equation (3.14). The level of model uncertainty of Equation (3.15) 

is ±40% as shown in Figure 3.22. The waiting time between a bubble growth termination 

and the onset of the next bubble at the same site can be calculated from Equation (3.12) 

where the values off and fg are those calculated from Equations (3.14) and (3.15), 

respectively. 

The predicted values of both the growth time and wait time under various 

conditions of jet velocity, degree of subcooling, and surface superheat are presented in 

Table 3.5. 
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Figure 3. 22 Prediction of the growth time using Equation 3.15 

The wait time in various cases is one or two orders of magnitude higher than the 

growth time. Since the typical JIB heat transfer cycle consists of bubble nucleation, 

growth and collapse or departure. Such difference in the growth and waiting times 

reflects the dominance of the effect of liquid contact with the heated surface, which 

hence indicates that the main mechanisms of heat transport in JIB are those attributed to 

sensible heating of liquid, rather than to evaporation. This conclusion has been used as a 

foundation for the development of the JIB heat transfer model discussed in the following 

chapters. 
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Table 3. 5 Predictions of bubble growth and waiting periods 

Rew Jasub Jasup fg,exp, 

ms 
fg,predicted, ms fw,model, 

ms 
999.7 45.2 84.38 0.21 0.15 1.57 

1004.31 45.21 78.37 0.22 0.16 1.83 
1008.77 45.22 72.35 0.33 0.18 2.15 
1013.09 45.23 66.33 0.34 0.19 2.56 
1017.27 45.24 60.31 0.8 0.21 3.08 
1021.29 45.24 54.29 0.23 0.23 3.79 
1023.24 84.46 90.5 0.2 0.14 4.44 
1027.03 84.48 84.48 0.11 0.14 5.08 
1030.66 84.5 78.46 0.13 0.16 5.86 
1296.11 84.46 90.5 0.11 0.08 7.07 
1298.53 84.47 87.49 0.1 0.08 7.55 
1309.88 84.51 72.44 0.05 0.1 10.85 
1325.28 84.58 48.33 0.06 0.14 23.26 
1658.26 45.2 90.39 0.04 0.04 3.93 
1673.85 45.21 78.37 0.04 0.04 5.19 
1695.45 45.24 60.31 0.04 0.05 8.6 
1711.71 45.26 45.26 0.05 0.07 14.8 
1723.53 45.27 33.2 0.1 0.1 26.39 
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Chapter4 


GLOBAL MODELING OF JIB 


4.1 Introduction 

Development of a global, hybrid analytical/empirical model of nB heat transfer 

is presented in this chapter based on the concept of bubble-induced diffusivity (BID). 

The BID model has been developed to predict nucleate JIB heat transfer rate at jet 

stagnation where the main difference between PFB and JIB flow domains exists. 

Numerical modeling of nB involves two major tasks: (1) simulating phase 

change due to boiling and account for its effect on flow hydrodynamics, and (2) 

resolving the interface between the liquid and the surrounding gas (air). Carrying pout 

task (1) involves dealing with the time and length scales of bubble dynamics, which are 

in the order of 10·5-10·4 sand 10·4-10·3 m, respectively. The global BID model described 

herein is an attempt to provide a simplified means to carry out such task. The model 

accounts for the effect of bubble generation on the mean flow hydrodynamics and on the 

wall heat flux without the need to model or resolve the details of phase change The BID 

concept introduces an additional diffusivity to the molecular one in the diffusion terms of 

the momentum and energy conservation Equations. By using this approach, only the task 

of resolving the free surface would be required in the simulations, which would 
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significantly reduce the complexity and cost of computations. 

The basis of the derivation and development of the BID model is similar to that 

developed in a previous study for single-phase impingement heat transfer by 

Zumbrunnen (1991) and in a study of film boiling impingement heat transfer by Timm et 

al. (2003), in which case they attained film boiling by maintaining a very high surface to 

saturation temperature ratio (5 < T/fsat < 8). In the current study, the implementation of 

this approach has been carried out to investigate the applicability of the BID concept for 

nucleate boiling using a much lower ratio, 1 < T sffsat< 2, The solution of the analytical 

BID model is based on converting the partial differential conservation Equations of 

momentum and energy into ordinary differential Equations (ODE) using a set of 

dimensionless stream and temperature functions In addition, the closure of the analytical 

model has been achieved by developing an empirical correlation of the additional 

diffusivity using the experimental data discussed in chapter 3. It is worth noting that 

previous studies who have adopted the BID concept did not provide any constitutive 

models of the additional diffusivity. Add reference to the paper. The proposed BID model 

has been published recently in Omar et al. (2009). 

4.2 The Physical Basis of the BID Concept 

Figure 4.1 is a schematic of the velocity field of a planar free jet impinging on a 

flat surface. As the jet impinges on the heated surface, it diverts symmetrically about the 
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stagnation point (line) and flows parallel to the surface. When the surface temperature is 

well above the saturation temperature of the liquid, bubbles start to nucleate and grow on 

the surface. The adjacent region to the surface where bubbles nucleate is referred to as 

the "bubbly layer" (BL). The thickness of the BL is assumed equal to the bubble 

diameter, as shown in Figure 4.2. Due to the cyclic bubble growth and decay, additional 

disturbances are induced into the main flow. Such disturbances improve the heat transfer 

from the surface to the fluid bulk. For nucleation to take place within the BL, there 

should be enough liquid superheat around each bubbles in order to sustain its growth, 

Hsu (1962) and Carey (1992). 
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Figure 4. 1 Velocity field of a free jet impinging on a flat surface. 
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Thus, it has been assumed in this study that the liquid in the BL is superheated 

and that the top of the BL is at the saturation temperature. The top of the BL is taken as 

the bottom boundary of the computational domain shown in Figure 4.2. The intensity of 

flow disturbances due to bubble generation on the heated surface is assumed to have a 

maximum value at this bottom boundary. 

Computational 

Domainyy ___ /_ __ _ 
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l 
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Figure 4. 2 JIB flow and temperature fields in the jet stagnation region. 

The influence of the bubble-induced disturbances decays in the vertical direction 

from the top of the BL. The transport enhancement that results from such disturbances is 

represented by additional diffusion of momentum and energy that originates at the 

domain bottom boundary. In addition to the molecular diffusivities in the diffusion terms 

Wall 

Bubbles 
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of the conservation Equations, additional diffusivities have been added such that they 

account for bubble-induced diffusion in the momentum and energy transport. Such 

diffusivities are not constant and should rather decay as well in the vertical direction, as 

shown in Figure 4.2. 

With that spatial variation in the normal direction and being dependent on the 

flow velocity and temperature, the additional diffusivities are thus flow properties, not 

fluid properties. The modified momentum and energy Equations are to be solved within 

the computational domain of interest in order to obtain the velocity and temperature 

fields with consideration of the effect ofthe BID. 

4.3 Modeling Assumptions 

In the development of the BID global model of stagnation IlB heat transfer, the 

following assumptions have been employed: 

1. 	 Liquid properties are constant. 

2. 	 Flow is incompressible and steady. 

3. 	 Surface temperature in the stagnation region is constant. This assumption is valid, 

given the size of the stagnation region considered in this study. 

4. 	 The additional diffusivities in the momentum and energy Equations are equal, i.e., 

the bubble-induced diffusion Prandtl number, Prt = EmlEt is assumed= 1. 

5. 	 The additional diffusivities are decaying functions in the vertical direction. 
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6. 	 The temperature at the bottom ofthe computational domain is equal to Tsat· 

7. 	 The amount of direct heat transfer from the heated surface due to evaporation is 

negligible. 

8. 	 The boundary layer thickness in the stagnation region is constant because of the 

balance between the flow acceleration and the viscous effect, White (1991). 

4.4 Mathematical Formulation 

4.4.1 Analytical BID model of nucleate JIB heat transfer at stagnation 

The boundary layer flow problem depicted in Figure 4.2 can be mathematically 

represented by the following set of boundary layer Equations: 

1- The Continuity Equation: 

(4.1) 


2- The Momentum Equation: 

(4.2) 

3- The Energy Equation: 

8T 8T 8 [ 8T]
u-+v-=- (&
1 
+a)-	 (4.3)

8x 8y 8y 8y 

The total diffusivity, s, in Equations (4.2) and (4.3) equals to the sum of the 

additional diffusivities Em or Et due to bubble-induced diffusion, and the molecular 
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diffusivity. This sum has a maximum value at the bottom boundary of the computational 

domain, Emax· The ratio between the maximum total diffusivity and the molecular 

diffusivity is defined as the dimensionless total, or effective, diffusivity, E+. 

The velocity components, u and v in the x- and y-directions, respectively can be defined 

in terms of a stream function lfl(y) in the stagnation region such that: 

U = C Xlf/'(y) (4.4) 

v = -C lf/(y) (4.5) 

The velocity gradient C can be expressed in terms of jet velocity, Vj, and jet 

width, w, such thatC =C\ /w, where the value ofC -1.0, Zumbrunnen et al., (1991) 

and Timm et al. (2003). The pressure distribution in the outer region of the flow is given 

by Bernoulli's Equation as: 

(4.6) 


Where, PO is the stagnation pressure. It should be noticed that only the pressure 

gradient in parallel direction to the surface; i.e., 8P/ ax is needed for solving the 

conservation Equations. Therefore, the evaluation of the function F(y) is not necessary in 

this context. Combining Equations (4.4), (4.5), and (4.6) together with the definition of E, 

the momentum and the energy Equations can be written as: 

(4.7) 
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(4.8) 


According to assumption number (4), the bubble-induced diffusion Prandtl 

number, Prt = EmfEt is assumed = 1. Introducing a set of dimensionless variables for the 

coordinates x and y, stream function 1Jf(y), velocity components u and v, and fluid 

temperature T yields: 

_ x u _ v T-Tff - ff
X=-,17=y --, u =-, V=-/I'=!j/ --,B= "' (4.9) 
W B'max VJ VJ 8 max Tsai -T., 

Equations ( 4. 7) and ( 4.8) can be written in dimensionless form as: 

1\l'I'"'+N''f'"+'l"I'"-('f'')2 + 1 =0 (4.10) 

NB"+(P~ 'f' + N')B'= 0 (4.11) 

Where N is defined as N('11) = c/Emax· This function should satisfy the hypothesis 

of decaying total diffusivity with the vertical distance. The exponential decay of N(1'/) has 

been assumed similar to Zumbrunnen (1991) and Timm et al. (2003) such that: 

N =--c =exp(-c6 17) ++1 
(4.12) 

cmax c 

Where Ce has been assumed ::::: 2 by Zumbrunnen (1991 ). The boundary conditions 

for Equations ( 4.10) and ( 4.11) are: 

17=0: 'f'='f''=O, B=l,N=l (4.13) 
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17 ~ oo : 'I''~ 1, B, N ~ 0 (4.14) 

The boundary condition of N in Equation (4.14) is of higher accuracy as the 

additional diffusivity is much larger than the molecular one. This is typical situation of 

sustained bubble nucleation in fully developed nucleate boiling. Solution of Equations 

(4.10) and (4.11); where all derivatives are with respect to 11, provides information on the 

variation of'¥ and 8 across the boundary layer. 

The ordinary differential Equations (4.10) and (4.11) are characterized by their 

high sensitivity to the boundary values '¥"(0) and 8'(0), White (1991). In the current 

study, as the bubble activity changes, it induces corresponding changes in the additional 

diffusion, and hence in E +. This requires precise determination of '¥"(0) and 8'(0) at the 

lower boundary of the computational domain to meet the upper boundary conditions, i.e. 

Equation (4.14). For this purpose, an iterative solution procedure has been developed 

using the Runge-Kutta method and Matlab® to obtain the corresponding values of'¥" 

and 8' to the fifth or sixth decimal place at 11 = 0 to satisfy the upper boundary conditions 

for various values ofr+ as listed in Table 4.1. 

Figure 4.3 demonstrates the variations of'¥, 8, and their derivatives with respect 

to 11 for E+ = 10. 
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Table 4. 1 Initial values of '1'"(0), 0'(0) for different E+ values 

E+ '1'"(0) 0'(0) 

1 0.732978 0.33005 
3 0.826835 0.32555 
5 0.846944 0.32542 
10 0.861121 0.31905 
25 0.868753 0.31162 
50 0.871068 0.30948 
100 0.872174 0.30802 
250 0.872818 0.3075 
500 0087303 0.3070 
1000 0.873135 0.3071 

When the value of the first derivative of the dimensionless temperature, 8'(0) is 

determined at the lower boundary of the computational domain, the heat flux transferred 

to the bulk flow as a result of the enhanced bubble-induced diffusion model can be 

obtained from Equation ( 4.15) 

In Equation (4.15), the effects ofjet velocity and surface superheat on the boiling 

heat transfer rate are accounted for in the value of Emax, which also determines the 

temperature gradient (dB/d17) at the bubbly layer top. 
17

; 0 
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Figure 4. 3 Analytical solution of dimensionless boundary layer dimensionless 
functions (Case of 1t=l0, '1'"(0)=0.861121, 0'(0)=-0.31895) 

4.4.2 Solution Procedure 

The iterative solution procedure to obtain the theoretical values of the wall heat 

flux considering the bubble-induced diffusion is shown in Figure 4.4. Equation 4.15 is 

rearranged to obtain the following expression for the nucleate boiling heat flux as 

function ofdimensionless total diffusivity c +: 

l 

0.5 

-0.5 

2 4 6 8 

-·p· 
'"'""" tff 

'"""*-0' 
·"O··e 

10 

(4.16) 
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Input value of s+ 

Update '¥"(0), 0'(0) 

Solve Eqs. (4.10) & (4.11) 

Yes 

Save Corresponding 
s+, '¥"(0), 0'(0) 

Calculate q:b,mod from 

Eq. (4.16) 

Figure 4. 4 Solution procedure of BID analytical model for known bubble-induced 
diffusivity. 

To estimate the total heat flux from the wall to the jet flow, the nucleate boiling 
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heat flux calculated from Equation ( 4.16) is added to the single-phase forced convection 

.. 
heat flux, qsp such that: 

II II II 

qw = qsp + qnb,mod (4.17) 

Where 

(4.18) 


The single-phase heat transfer coefficient hsp is calculated using the correlation 

developed in chapter 3, given by Equation (3.2). 

Figure 4.5 shows the variation of nucleate boiling heat flux with the 

dimensionless total diffusivity E+ at various values of jet velocity and degree of sub-

cooling. These variations indicate that a certain value of the boiling heat flux can be 

achieved using various combinations of these parameters. For example, the effect of 

increasing the jet velocity could be offset by decreasing the degree of liquid sub-cooling, 

so that boiling intensity would be maintained at the same level. 

Substitution of an E+ value in Equation (4.16) and in the iterative solution of 

Equations (4.10) and (4.11) to obtain e'(O) presents the frame work to obtain the model 

prediction of the nucleate boiling heat flux, q:b mod , provided that the used value of E+ is 

indeed the corresponding value to the combination ofjet velocity, water subcooling, and 

surface superheat. 
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Figure 4. 5 Variation of qnb,mod with &+ at different flow conditions. 

4.4.3 Model Closure 

Since the bubble-induced diffusivity is not known a priori, it cannot be used as an 

independent input to predict the heat flux. Therefore, the analytical BID model would 

still need a relation that uses the practical inputs (i.e., surface temperature, jet velocity, 

and liquid temperature) to determine the corresponding i/. The experimental findings 

presented in chapter 3 were used to develop this relation. The following dimensionless 

groups were identified to represent all the parameters that control the bubble dynamics, 

and hence the values of it: 
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The characteristic length in Reynolds number, Reb, and Weber number, Web, is 

the bubble diameter has been calculated by using Equation (3.9). This characteristic 

length is a better representation, as compared to fixed nozzle or heater dimensions, of the 

length scale over which flow-bubble interactions take place. It also accounts for the 

variation of bubble intensity and subsequent variation of the extent into the mean flow 

domain where the bubble-induced diffusion is effective. The development of the 

correlation between the practical inputs and the effective diffusivity has been carried out 

by applying the following procedure to various experimental combinations of jet 

velocity, degree of sub-cooling, and degree of superheat 

1. Calculate the bubble diameter (Db) using Equation (3.9) and the dimensionless 

groups, Reb, Web, Jasup, Iasub,using Equations (4.19). 

2. Determine the portion of the heat flux due to single-phase heat transfer, using 

Equation (4.18). 

3. The total heat flux to the surface is calculated from the finite difference analysis 

described in chapter 2. 

4. The amount of heat transfer due to nucleate boiling in the experiment, q:b.exp ,is 

the difference between the total wall heat flux (step 3) and the single-phase heat 

flux (step 2). 
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5. Calculate it corresponding to the input flow velocity, water subcooling, and 

.. 
surface superheat from Equation (4.16) that is corresponding toqnb,exp and with 

the aid ofthe iterative solution depicted in Figure 4.4. 

The following correlation has been developed using regression analysis of 55 

experimental data points: 

(4.20) 


Where: x1=-0. 7736, x2=4.283, x3=5.634, x4=4.167, xs=-1.586. 

The values of the constants x1 to x5 in Equation (4.20) reflect the expected effect 

of different forces and flow parameters on the intensity of bubble generation, and hence 

on the prediction of it. By increasing the inertial forces, i.e., increasing Reb, or by 

increasing the degree of sub-cooling, represented by Jasub, a lower c + value is obtained. 

This is physically interpreted by the suppression an increase of flow velocity and/or 

liquid subcooling will induce to bubble nucleation on the heated surface due to flooding 

of nucleation sites and/or insufficient liquid superheat in the vicinity of the heated 

surface. 

An increase in the degree of wall superheat, represented by Jasup, provides more 

appropriate environment in the vicinity of the heated surface to enhance bubble 

nucleation at higher frequency and for bubbles to grow to larger diameters which results 
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in higher i/ values. 

4.5 Model Validation 

Figure 4.6 presents the difference between the BID model predictions of the total 

wall heat flux and the corresponding experimental values. The BID model predictions are 

in reasonable agreement with the experimental data with an overall deviation of +30% 

and -15%. This range of model accuracy was further validated using experimental data 

from a set of 11 experiments that were not included in the regression analysis. Table 4.2 

lists the particulars of the validation experiments and the corresponding deviation from 

the experimental values. These predictions are within the same overall range of accuracy 

reported above. 

Table 4. 2 Validation of BID hybrid analytical/empirical model 
Vnl 

ms·' 
ATsub ~ 
oc 

ATsat~ 
oc 

+
E:: 

H 
q"exp 

MW .2m 

q"mod 

MW -2m 

Relative 

Error% 

0.4 21 12.5 10.89 1.53 1.95 +27 

0.75 10 10.5 8.5 1.17 1.22 +4.27 

0.75 15 20 38.2 3.22 3.13 -2.73 

0.75 28 19.7 27.5 4.9 4.83 -1.47 

0.95 10 17 21 1.8 1.95 +8.39 

0.95 10 25 53.3 3.3 2.89 -12.33 

0.95 15 11 12.7 1.74 1.675 -3.74 

0.95 22 15.5 10.5 2.87 2.98 +3.73 

0.95 28 14.5 7.62 2.6 3.3 +27 

1.25 15 7.7 1.36 1.22 1.34 +9.75 

1.25 15 22 19.9 2.93 3.17 +8.26 
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The BID model predictions have also been compared with experimental data 

reported in previous investigations by Bartoli et al. (1997) and Robidou et al. (2002). 

Bartoli et al. (1997) carried out a set of steady-state experiments of boiling heat transfer 

in the stagnation zone of a planner jet impinging on the side of a stainless steel cylinder. 

Robidou et al. (2002) conducted a set of steady-state experiments of boiling heat transfer 

of a planer jet impinging in an open channel onto a horizontal flat copper surface. Figure 

4.6 indicates that the proposed model is capable of predicting the stagnation heat flux of 

those experiments within the same overall range of accuracy. 

The best agreement of the proposed BID model over the considered ranges ofjet 

velocity and liquid subcooling in the current study was obtained at surface degree of 

superheat higher than 5 °C. Below this limit, the empirical closure correlation tends to 

overestimate bubble mixing. In real situations only few bubbles at such low superheat 

would be intermittently generated and be of little contribution to the total wall heat flux. 

So, the proposed BID model is capable of predicting JIB heat flux at boiling intensities 

specific to the fully developed nucleate boiling regime, where the bubble generation 

process and the bubble-induced mixing are sustained. 
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Figure 4. 6 BID model predictions of the total wall heat flux. 
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Chapter 5 

The Development of a Scenario Identification Procedure 

(SIP) of Bubble Growth Termination in JIB 

5.1 Introduction 

When the bubble reaches its maximum diameter, it undergoes a certain growth 

termination scenario, which depends on the JIB, surface and jet, conditions. A 

mechanistic scenario identification procedure (SIP) has been developed to determine the 

corresponding bubble growth termination (BOT) scenario under various IlB conditions. 

It is postulated that the possible scenarios of BOT in nucleate JIB are: (1) bubble collapse 

(BC) at the nucleation site, or (2) bubble departure (BD) from the nucleation site. It has 

been assumed in study that the BD scenario would be associated with bubble sliding, 

rather than bubble taking off inside the liquid. This is in accordance with the observations 

made in PFB investigations by Basu (2003) given the relatively shorter heated surface 

length and the thin liquid film in the current study under IlB that did not allow for bubble 

migration into the liquid bulk Figure 5 .1, illustrates the fraction of heated surface area 

that would be influenced by bubble in the two possible BOT scenarios. The 

determination of such area fraction is a key element for any mechanistic model of IlB 
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heat transfer developed using the wall heat flux partitioning approach. The details of such 

model will be discussed in Chapter 6. 

Previous studies assumed that only one BGT scenario prevailed (e.g., Unal (1976), 

Klausner et al. (1993), Steiner et al. (2005), and Narumanchi et al. (2008)). These 

investigations were focused on PFB. In the case of JIB, the complexity of the flow field 

caused by jet hydrodynamics makes it difficult to assume that one BGT scenario would 

be favored under all surface and jet conditions. Therefore, a SIP is needed in order to 

determine the most prevailing BGT scenario under different surface and jet conditions. 

The proposed SIP would also take into account the effect of possible variations in the 

liquid film thickness due to hydraulic jumps. 

The following equilibrium conditions have been used in all previous studies to 

determine the bubble diameter and the corresponding BGT scenario 

1) Thermal equilibrium between the bubble and the surrounding fluid. If thermal 

equilibrium is the effective BGT condition, a bubble would collapse without departure. 

In this case, the area of influence due to bubble collapse can be assumed to be equal to 

the projected bubble area, i.e., Ab,collapse- (1tDb2)/4, where ~ is the bubble diameter at 

collapse. 

2) Dynamic equilibrium of the acting forces on the growing bubble. If this 

condition is the effective BGT condition, a bubble would depart and slide downstream 
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for a certain distance Lsud, as shown in Figure 5.1. Depending on the value of Lslid, the 

sliding area could be approximated to the collapse area, i.e., - projected bubble area) if 

Lslid is within a bubble diameter. Otherwise the influenced area due to bubble sliding is 

Area of 
Influence 

Forced 
Convection Area 

Figure 5. 1 Partitions of the heated surface area in the case of BD (left) and BC 
(right). 

5.2 Physical Concept of BGT-SIP 

The proposed SIP is based on determining the value of the bubble diameter 

required for each equilibrium condition to be established. The condition that would 

require a smaller bubble diameter would be the one that would be established first. And 

hence, it would be the condition that determines the possible BGT scenario. Therefore, 

bubble collapse without departure from the nucleation site would take place if thermal 

equilibrium is reached before dynamic equilibrium. Otherwise, bubble departure will 
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take. To implement this SIP concept, the bubble diameter for each equilibrium condition 

has been calculated independently. The predicted bubble diameter at growth termination 

(Db,prect) is the minimum of the two equilibrium diameters such that: 

Db,pred=Min {Dth,eqm, Ddyn,eqm} 	 (5.1) 

Temporal variation of the bubble diameter during growth has been calculated 

using three different models. The accuracy of each model has been determined by 

comparing the diameter and the BGT scenario predicted by the SIP and the same 

obtained from the experiments. 

5.3 Modeling Assumptions 

The following assumptions have been used in the development of the growth 

termination SIP: 

1. 	 Flow is incompressible and steady. 

2. 	 The temperature profile in the thermal boundary layer is linear. The velocity 

profile is similar to that of a single-phase turbulent flow over a flat plate. 

3. 	 The growing bubbles are spherical in shape. This assumption has been verified 

during the preliminary tests to determine the appropriate viewing angle of the 

high speed camera as shown in the examples on Figure 5.2. While an oblique 

view of the flow filed was not the final choice in the current study, it helped in 

confirming the assumption of spherical bubble shape. 
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4. 	 Bubbles receive heat by evaporation of superheated liquid at T.up =(Tsar + Ts)/ 2 , 

within a uniform thickness layer adjacent to the heated surface. The thickness of 

the superheated layer is determined from knowing the thermal boundary layer 

thickness, as represented by Equation (5.14) and the degree of subcooling, 

together with assumption 2. 

5. 	 Bubbles can grow outside the superheated liquid layer. When this takes place, the 

growing bubble will be losing heat by condensation to the subcooled liquid layer 

at T1 = (TL + Tsar )/2 through the contact area with the subcooled liquid. 

Figure 5.2 Visual observation of spherical bubble shape. 

5.4 Mathematical Formulation of the SIP 

5.4.1 Thermal Equilibrium Model 

For 	a bubble to grow within a subcooled liquid, it receives heat from a 
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superheated liquid layer in the vicinity of the nucleation site. This postulation is 

supported by previous studies such as that by Basu et al. (2005). Heat balance of a 

growing bubble shows that two heat flows control the bubble growth, as shown in Figure 

5.3 and represented by Equation (5.2): 

= + h dVb = + 7i h D 2 dDb 
qb,in qb,cond Pv Jg dt qb,cond 2 Pv Jg b dt (5.2) 

A bubble would continue to grow as long as the heat input, %in from the 

superheated liquid heated surface is higher than the heat loss , qb,cond to the subcooled 

liquid due to condensation, provided that the diameter does not allow the dynamic 

equilibrium (force balance) to occur first, in which case the bubble would depart before it 

reaches thermal equilibrium. 

······················································································--.,.... 

r ... 

- (Tt)-
' ' \ 

\ 

······-····..·······"""~ 1 
f 

Figure 5. 3 Liquid temperature distribution heat flows to a growing bubble. 
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At thermal equilibrium, the second term on the right hand side of Equation (5.2) 

is equal to zero. At this point, the heat input due to liquid evaporation from the 

superheated layer at the lower portion of the bubble is balanced by the heat loss due to 

condensation to the subcooled liquid layer at the upper portion. 

By partitioning the bubble surface area as shown in Figure 5.4, the area exposed 

to the superheated layer is equivalent to a spherical section of height <>sup. This area is 

calculated using Equation (5.3): 

Subcooled 

Superlu,•att-d 

f,i~uid 

Figure 5. 4 Partitioning of the bubble surface area. 

(5.3) 


The heat flow through this area can be estimated for a given wall superheat using 

Equation (5.4) according to Unal (1976). 

~s AT 
qb,in = v-;- q,inLJ,. sup (5.4) 
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Where ks, Ps, and Cs are the thermal conductivity, density, and specific heat of the 

surface material, in the current study it is pure Copper. The remaining area of the bubble 

that is exposed to the subcooled liquid is calculated using Equation (5.5): 

()sup
Sq out = SBubble - Sq in = 47Z"ll(a - --) (5.5), , 2 

And the heat loss due to condensation is calculated from Equation (5.6): 

(5.6) 


In order to determine the diameter at which thermal equilibrium is established, 

the second term on the right hand side of Equation (5.2) requires that the bubble growth 

rate dD6 / dt must be determined. Three growth models have been tested in the current 

study to determine Db(t). These three models are: Zuber model, modified Zuber model, 

and the Power growth model proposed by Zeng (1993) and discussed in further detail in 

the current study. Zuber model has been used in previous studies by Zeng et al. (1993), 

Klausner et al. (1993), and Steiner et al. (2005), where bubble growth has been assumed 

dependent on wall superheat as indicated by Equation (5.7): 

Db(t) =4-b ·Jasup (5.7)· J¥ 
In order to improve model prediction of the bubble diameter in PFB 

configuration, Zuber model has been modified in these studies by adjusting the value of 

the coefficient b in Equation (5.7). While b = 1 was used in the original Zuber model, 
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Carey (1992), Steiner et al. (2005) used a value of b = 0.21 and Zeng et al. (1993) used a 

value of b = 1.73. 

In the current study, a parametric study has been conducted to evaluate the value 

of b that should be used in a modified Zuber model to improve the accuracy of the 

developed SIP in predicting both the bubble diameter and the prevailing BGT scenario 

under IlB conditions. The determination of the optimum value of b has been based on 

trial of various values over the range found in previous literature where modifications to 

Zuber model have been reported. The optimum value would result in best achievable 

agreement of the bubble diameter and BGT scenario with experimental observations. An 

attempt to develop a third growth model , i.e., the Power growth model, has emerged 

from the postulation made by Zeng et al. (1993) which suggested that bubble growth can 

be expressed in the power form given in Equation (5.8) 

(5.8) 

However, there was not any attempt in Zeng et al. (1993) to describe Kor n1• In 

the current study, the two coefficients were obtained from the experimental observations 

of individual bubble growth at jet velocity of 0.56 rn/s which provided the clearest 

possible flow field. The following correlations have been developed from these 

observations for Kand n1: 

96K =9.5E-8(~~up)3
· 

(5.9) 
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(5.10) 

The condensation heat transfer coefficient has been calculated using the relation 

proposed by Unal (1976): 

aZ¢hfg 
hsub =----

(1/Pv -1/Pt) (5.11) 

Where Z = 65 at atmospheric pressure and 

for ul > 0.6lm/s (5.12) 

U

¢ =1 forU 1 ~0.61m/s (5.13) 

0 
=0.61mls (5.14) 

In Equations (5.12) and (5.13), Uz is the local mean film velocity. The 

superheated layer thickness at distance x from stagnation has been calculated using the 

thermal boundary layer thickness distribution proposed by Incropera and DeWitt (1996): 

<)th,x =0.37x!VRex (5.14) 

Based on assumption (2) above, the superheated liquid layer thickness is: 

(5.15) 


Where 

r (5.16) 


For the range of velocity and distance from stagnation in the current study, the 

values of <5th,x are in the order of 10-4 m. From the previous discussion in chapter 3 on the 
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liquid film thickness variations with the jet velocity, it was observed that the liquid film 

thickness increases with the reduction in the jet velocity from a value approximately 

equal to half the jet width, i.e., Oiiq-0.5 mm at velocities greater than 1 mis, to around 

5mm at the lower limit of the velocity range. So, the thermal boundary layer would 

occupy larger fraction of the thinner liquid film at the higher levels of velocity. On the 

other hand, thermal boundary layer thickness would represent only smaller fraction of the 

total liquid film thickness and hence the majority of the liquid film is sufficiently 

subcooled. For the latter situation and together with the degraded drag force on the 

growing bubbles as jet velocity decreases, it would be expected that local bubble collapse 

would be more probable at low jet velocity. It is hence concluded that at the higher 

velocity levels, the heated wall boundary condition would penetrate further into the 

liquid film than it does at lower jet velocity cases for which larger fraction of the original 

liquid subcooling would be preserved within the bulk liquid. Energy balance would 

support this conclusion since less heat flux is being removed at lower jet velocity which 

means the increase in bulk fluid enthalpy is also limited and hence the jet subcooling is 

preserved to farther locations from the stagnation with the reduction in jet velocity. 

Unlike Steiner et al. (2005), dsup was not used to limit the extent to which a 

bubble can grow. This condition was not applied here because of the values of bubble 

diameters obtained experimentally in the current study. Rather, bsup has been used to 
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calculate the area fractions, Sq,in and Sq,out· 

Figure 5.5 shows the variation of the two heat flows to and from the bubble and 

the maximum bubble diameter Db,th,eqm at which the thermal equilibrium condition was 

established in the case ofVn=0.75 mis, ~Tsup= 20 °C, ~Tsub=20 °C, and x/w=5 using the 

modified Zuber growth model to calculate the bubble growth rate. 

50 ~------.------~---r-------,0.0025 

~ 


5 

0i...~~2:::'.:i:..~--..L~~~~__Jo 
0.00001 0.01 

tg,owth 

time , [sec] 

Figure 5. 5 Heat flows to and from a growing bubble and the maximum bubble 
diameter in the case ofVn=0.75 mis, ATsup=20 °C,ATsub=20 °C, and x/w=S. 

Figure 5.6 presents the variation of predicted maximum diameter at thermal 

equilibrium with jet velocity at various degrees of superheat. As the velocity is increased, 

the condensation heat transfer coefficient increases and so is qb,cond· Also, the thermal 

boundary layer is thinner at higher jet velocities, which decreases the superheated layer 
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thickness and contributes to the reduction of Dih,eqm· On the other hand, increasing the 

surface superheat results into larger '5sup, according to Equations (5.15) and (5.16), which 

promotes bubble growth to larger diameters. 

E 
E 
e 
g 
£ c 

-.C.--ilTsup=10 C 

-0--ilTsup=15 C 

-0-ilTsup=20 C 

-'v- ilTsup=22 C 

10-1 .____.___..~...____._--''--...........--'-~-'---'---'~...,___._~..._~ 


0.4 	 0.6 0.8 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 

Vn , mis 

Figure 5.6 Variation of maximum bubble diameter under thermal equilibrium in 
the case ofATsub=20 °C, and x/w=S) 

5.4.2 Dynamic Equilibrium Model 

The second part of the SIP is to determine the bubble diameter at which dynamic 

equilibrium is achieved, Ddyn,eqm. The forces acting on a growing bubble in jet 

impingement flow field are shown in Figure 5.7. 

According to Zeng et al. (1993), the forces acting on a growing bubble on a 
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horizontal heated surface are: 
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Figure 5.7 Velocity profile and forces acting on a growing bubble. 

1. A quasi-steady drag force, Fqs: 

Equation (5.16) has been used to determine the instantaneous drag force, Fqs on a 

growing bubble of radius a. This expression has been originally developed for 

unbounded flow over a sphere and was used by Klausner et al. (1993) in modeling of 

horizontal PFB in a closed conduit: 

-VnF n 
qs =3_+ ~ +0.796n (5.16)67ip1vUca 3 [(Re) ] 

Where n=0.65 and 

Re= 2Uca (5.17) 
v 

The velocity Uc in Equations (5.16) and (5.17) is the parallel flow velocity at the 
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instantaneous center of the bubble, i.e. at y=a. In accordance with previous analysis of 

Zeng et al (1993), the following turbulent velocity profile for the parallel flow over flat 

plate has been used to calculate Uc, 

(5.18) 

Where K = 0.41 X =11 C = 7.4 U * ~ 0.04 and U = Vn W (5.19)
' ' U ' 2s:uliq. 

2. A growth force, (Fdu): 

As bubbles grow on the heated surface, they attempt to displace the surrounding 

liquid. Due to its inertia, the liquid reacts to such displacement by a force Fdu on the 

growing bubble. This force is, thus, responsible for maintaining the bubble at its 

nucleation site. The growth force, Fdu can be calculated from Equation (5.20) proposed 

by Klausner et al. (1993): 

Fdu =-pz1TZl2(32 a·2 + aa") (5.20) 

The growth force is decomposed into a horizontal component, F dux, that is 

opposite to the flow direction and a vertical component, Fduy, in the normal direction 

pointing onto the heated surface. These two components have been calculated using 

Equations (5.21) and (5.22): 
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(5.21) 


(5.22) 


Due to the flow drag, a growing bubble is distorted in the flow direction with an 

angle 8;. This angle of inclination is considered unknown and is determined 

simultaneously with dynamic equilibrium bubble diameter, Ddyn,eqm· 

3. A buoyancy force, Fb: 

Due to the density difference between vapour and liquid, a buoyancy force 

attempts to detach the bubble from the heated surface. Fb can be calculated from: 

(5.23) 


4. A shear lift force, F51:.: 

This force also acts on detaching the bubble from the surface in the normal 

direction as shown in Figure 5.7. Equation (5.24) has been used to determine the shear 

lift force. This Equation has been used in previous analysis by Zeng et al. (1993) and 

Klausner et al. (1993) for shear lift of a bubble on a solid surface: 

(5.24) 


Where Gs is a dimensionless shear rate: 

(5.25) 


The values of all acting forces at the instant of dynamic equilibrium are plotted 
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against the corresponding levels of jet velocity in Figure 5.8. The dynamic equilibrium 

diameter (Dc1yn.,eqm) and the inclination angle ei at departure are determined from the 

solution of the following two simultaneous Equations the represent the force balance 

conditions: 

(5.26) 


(5.27) 


In the aforementioned analysis of the acting forces on a growing bubble, the 

surface tension has been assumed to be negligible small because of the small 

circumference corresponding to the contact area with the heated surface under the 

assumption of spherical bubble shape which was confirmed from the visual observations. 

Such assumption was also supported by the analysis provide by Zeng et al. (1993). Once 

the diameter value is known, it can be substituted in the growth model Equation (i.e., 

Equation (5.7) or Equation (5.8)) to determine the time required to reach dynamic 

equilibrium. The variation of the dynamic equilibrium bubble diameter, Dc1yn,eqm, with jet 

velocity is shown in Figure 5.9. An increase in jet velocity decreases Dc1yn,eqm· This is 

because as the free stream velocity increases, the velocity boundary layer thickness 

decreases, and the free stream velocity is reached at relatively closer distance to the 

surface. This results in higher drag and shear lift forces. In addition, condensation loss is 
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promoted at higher jet velocities which will reduce the bubble growth rate. Reaction to 

liquid displacement due to bubble growth is less under slowed growth rate. Thus, liquid 

inertia force, Fdu would be less at higher jet velocity. 
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Figure 5. 8 Variation of forces acting on a bubble at dynamic equilibrium. (Case: 

ATsup=15 °C, ATsub=20 °C) 


As drag force increases with the velocity, dynamic equilibrium is reached at 

relatively small bubble diameters. On the contrary, if at a certain jet velocity, the surface 

superheat is increased; it would promote the bubble growth rate. In reaction to the 

accelerated liquid displacement due to the increase in bubble growth rate, the growth 

resistance forces (i.e., Fctux and Fctuy due to liquid inertia), would increase. Drag force may 

thus not be able to balance the liquid inertia force until relatively larger bubble diameter 

is reached under the elevated surface superheat. 

-H-Fctuy 

-T-FsL 
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Figure 5. 9 Variation of Ddyn with jet velcocity and degree of superheat in the case 
ofATsub=20 °C and x/w=5 

5.4.3 Closure of SIP 

To implement the proposed SIP in determining the thermal and dynamic bubble 

diameters in nucleate IlB, the mean liquid film velocity, Uz needs to be calculated at the 

bubble nucleation site. As discussed in chapter 3, free impingement liquid film velocity 

in the parallel direction to the heated surface is affected by the variation of liquid film 

thickness and the possible formation of hydraulic jumps. This has to be considered in the 

proposed SIP calculations. As presented in chapter 3, the location of the hydraulic jump, 

XhJ, measured from jet stagnation, has been correlated as: 
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xh. 
__Y =6.51 · V;·67 

(5.28)
w 

If the nucleation site is at a distance less than XhJ, then it would be in the upstream 

region of the hydraulic jump, where the liquid film thickness is 81=w/2. Otherwise, the 

liquid film thickness, 82, downstream of the hydraulic jump can be calculated from the 

correlation discussed in chapter (3) and presented here in Equation (5.29): 

(5.29) 


Consequently, from the conservation of liquid mass, the mean liquid film velocity 

can be calculated downstream of the jump using Equation (5.30): 

(5.30) 


Where the mean liquid velocity upstream the jump, U1 is assumed to be equal to the jet 

velocity. 

5.5 Model Validation 

The agreement in the predicted bubble diameter and prevailed BGT scenario are 

the two criteria that have been used to validate the developed SIP. Details of four 

validation cases are presented below to demonstrate how the SIP predicts the maximum 

bubble diameter and the corresponding BGT scenario for a set of surface and jet 
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conditions (i.e., a certain jet velocity, subcooling, surface superheat) and at a certain 

nucleation site located upstream or downstream of a hydraulic jump. 

Case 1: 

• 	 Vn=0.4 mis, 8Tsub=l0 °C, 8Tsup=20 °C, x/w=5. 

• 	 Experimental observations: location is downstream a hydraulic jump, Dmax,avg-2.4 mm. 

Observed termination scenario: Bubble Collapse prevailed. 

• 	 Model Prediction: Dmax=Dth.eqm=2 mm, predicted termination scenario: Bubble 

Collapse as thermal equilibrium preceded the dynamic equilibrium. (Dctyn,eqm=2.7mm) 

Case 2: 

• 	 Vn=0.75 mis, 8Tsub=20 °C, 8Tsup=20 °C, x/w=2 

• 	 Experimental observations: location is upstream a hydraulic jump, Dmax,avc0.25 mm. 

Observed termination scenario: more likely bubbles slide few diameters downstream 

before collapse. 

• 	 Model Prediction: Dmax=Dctyn,eqm=0.4 mm, predicted termination scenario: Bubbles 

slide as dynamic equilibrium is reached first. (whereas Dth,eqm=0.8 mm) 

Case 3: 

• 	 Vn=0.75, 8Tsub=20 °C, 8Tsup=20 °C, x/w=5 

• 	 Experimental observations: location is downstream a hydraulic jump, Dmax,avg=0.76 

mm. Observed termination scenario: Bubble Collapse and sliding are both observed at 

relatively equal frequencies. 

• 	 Model Predictions: Dmax=Dctyn,eqm=l.15 mm, predicted termination Scenario: Bubble 

Slide. 

In this particular case, both diameters were close to each other. Dth,eqm=1.22 mm, 

which indicates the qualitative agreement with the experimental observations. 
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Case 4: 

• 	 Vn=l.25, ~Tsub=20 °C, ~Tsup=l5 °C, x/w=5 

• 	 Experimental observations: No hydraulic Jump observed, Dmax,avg = 0.15 mm. 

Observed termination scenario: Bubble sliding prevailed. 

• 	 Model Prediction: Dmax=Dctyn,eqm=0.12, predicted termination scenario: Bubble Sliding 

( Dth,eqm= 0.52 mm) 

Testing of the uncertainty in the predictions of the maximum attainable diameter 

are shown in Figure 5.10 for twenty validation cases under various flow conditions. 

Figure 5.10 shows the effect of the bubble growth model by comparing the predictions of 

three growth models: Zuber model, modified Zuber model and the Power growth model, 

on the predictions of the SIP. Using the modified Zuber model with b=0.3, the maximum 

value obtained for the coefficient of determination R2 was 0.68 using the modified Zuber 

growth model. 

Table 5.1 lists the experimental and predicted BGT scenarios for the twenty 

validation cases shown in Figure 5.10. In table 5.1, whenever the SIP prediction of the 

BGT scenario is not in accordance with the experimentally observed scenario, an (X) has 

been added next to the SIP prediction. Using the modified Zuber model has resulted in 

the best success rate of predicting the right BGT scenario with an agreement of about 

80% with the experiments. 

A pragmatic approach to improve the SIP predictions, by using trial and error was 

implemented to modify Zuber model such that for the free JIB configuration in the 
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current study, the value of b = 0.3 in Equation (5.7) resulted in agreement with 80% of 

the experimental observations. 

To explain the effect of the various bubble growth models on the SIP predictions, 

it was evident that the higher the value of b in the Zuber model, the higher the growth 

rate becomes, which promotes F dux, and F duy • These forces act on keeping a growing 

bubble at its nucleation site. This resulted in delaying the dynamic equilibrium condition 

when using Zuber model; i.e., b =1, as reflected in Table 5.1 by having all the SIP 

predictions in favour of bubble collapse and by over predicting the bubble diameter, as 

shown in Figure 5.10. 
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Figure 5. 10 SIP predictions of the maximum bubble diameter 

On the other hand, using the power growth model has caused the SIP to predict 

bubble sliding as the BGT scenario in cases where experiments show bubbles collapsing 
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at their nucleation site. This indicates an under prediction of the bubble growth rate using 

the power growth model such that the liquid inertia force are balanced by the drag force 

at smaller diameters than experimentally observed. 

Table 5. 1 SIP predictions of BGT scenario 

Rew Jasub Jasup 
Exp.BGT 

Scenario 

SIP(Zuber, 

b=l) 

SIP 

(Modified 

Zuber, b=0.3) 

SIP(Power 

Growth 

Model) 

1765 78.2 33.1 Collapsing Collapsing Collapsing Sliding (X) 

1818 78.1 50.2 Collapsing Collapsing Collapsing Sliding (X) 

1835 57.0 34.5 Collapsing Collapsing Sliding (X) Sliding (X) 

1886 57.0 51.0 Collapsing Collapsing Collapsing Sliding (X) 

1913 56.9 59.9 Collapsing Collapsing Collapsing Collapsing 

2510 66.1 40.5 Collapsing Collapsing Sliding (X) Sliding (X) 

2554 66.0 51.0 Collapsing Collapsing Collapsing Sliding (X) 

2563 23.0 39.1 Sliding Collapsing (X) Sliding Sliding 

2563 44.9 47.9 Collapsing Collapsing Sliding (X) Sliding (X) 

2584 51.0 42.9 Collapsing Collapsing Sliding (X) Sliding (X) 

2994 84.2 39.1 Sliding Collapsing (X) Sliding Sliding 

3088 84.1 57.1 Collapsing Collapsing Collapsing Sliding (X) 

3136 66.0 48.0 Sliding Collapsing (X) Sliding Sliding 

3183 45.0 36.0 Sliding Collapsing (X) Sliding Sliding 

3293 29.9 41.9 Sliding Collapsing (X) Sliding Sliding 

3341 29.9 50.9 Sliding Collapsing (X) Sliding Sliding 

4043 66.1 36.0 Sliding Collapsing (X) Sliding Sliding 

4105 66.0 45.0 Sliding Collapsing (X) Sliding Sliding 

4250 30.0 30.0 Sliding Collapsing (X) Sliding Sliding 

4416 29.9 53.9 Sliding Collapsing (X) Sliding Sliding 

Correct SIP Predictions % 50% 80% 55% 
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Chapter 6 


Wall Flux Partitioning Model of JIB Heat Transfer 


6.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the details of a mechanistic model of IlB heat transfer are 

presented. The model has been developed to determine the distribution of the total wall 

heat flux along the heated surface using the wall flux partitioning (WFP) approach .. The 

total heat flux from the heated surface during nucleate IlB has been divided into two 

primary partitions: (1) the forced convection heat flux partition, which represents the 

amount of heat transfer that takes place on parts of the heated surface area where no 

bubbles are generated, and (2) the transient conduction heat flux partition, which 

represents the amount of heat transfer due to the replacement of the collapsed or departed 

bubbles by the liquid. 

A hypothesis of boiling reversed energy cascade has been postulated in the 

current study to represent the heat flow from the heated surface to the fluid bulk. The 

word 'reversed' here is used to describe the energy flow during IlB in analogy with the 

conventional energy cascade in turbulent flows from the fluid bulk to the wall, White 

(1996). 
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6.2 Physical Concept of the Present WFP Model 

The present WFP model is based on the concept of mutual occurrence of different 

heat transfer mechanisms at different locations on the heated surface. The contribution of 

each partition to the total heat flux varies with the intensity of bubble generation. The 

basic foundation of the present model is similar to that of Basu (2003) which postulated 

that the total rate of heat transfer between the heated surface and the mean fluid flow is 

primarily due to sensible heating of the liquid. Vapor content of the flow in this heat 

transfer configuration would increase if the enthalpy of the mean flow is higher than that 

of saturated liquid, Carey (1992). As shown in Figure 6.1, three successive levels of heat 

transfer from the heated surface to the liquid bulk are hypothesized to take place during 

JIB forming a Boiling Reversed Energy Cascade (BREC). These levels are: 

1- Level (1 ), direct sensible heating of the liquid in the vicinity of the heated 

surface by single-phase forced convection and transient conduction. Transient 

conduction only takes place as a consequence of bobble growth termination 

(BGT). Otherwise, only single-phase forced convection is responsible for heat 

transfer in Level (1). 

2- Level (2), evaporation of superheated liquid in the vicinity of the heated 

surface at the interface of bubble embryos. Such evaporation is responsible 

for bubble growth. 
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3- Level (3), indirect sensible heating of liquid due to condensation of vapor 

bubbles as they protrude into the subcooled liquid layer. 

Subcooled 


Flow (TL) • 

Liquid Sensible • 

Forced/ 

Convection 

Nucleation 
otparting or collapsing 

bubbles 
site 

Figure 6. 1 Illustration of the proposed boiling reversed energy cascade (BREC) in 
JIB. Numbers on the arrows represent the BREC level. 

The total wall heat flux can be obtained by determining the wall flux partitions of 

Level (I). This calculation requires that the area fractions of the heated surface and the 

duration of each mechanism are identified. The area fraction where transient conduction 

takes place can be determined by identifying the bubble population intensity, bubble 

diameter, and bubble growth termination scenario. Figure 6.2 shows a plan view of the 

heated surface downstream of the jet. The Figure shows the method used in the present 

wall flux partitioning model to calculate the transient conduction and forced convection 

areas. The calculation of these areas depends on whether the BGT process is thermal 
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equilibrium dependent or dynamic equilibrium dependent. 

Forced Convection Area Forced Convection Area 
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Transient Conduction Area 
Sliding Bubble 


Collapsing Bubbles 


Figure 6. 2 The calculation of the transient conduction area in the present wall flux 
partitioning model, left: the case of collapsing bubbles without sliding, right: the 

case of sliding bubbles. 

6.3 Modeling Assumptions 

The following assumptions have been used to develop the JIB-WFP model: 

1. Flow is incompressible and steady. 

2. Bubble generation starts when the wall superheat reaches ~TONB· This parameter has 

been modeled in terms of flow velocity, subcooling and distance from the jet stagnation 

in chapter 3, Equation (3.9). 

3. Single phase heat transfer coefficient is enhanced due to bubble generation. The level 

of enhancement varies with nucleation intensity. This hypothesis is discussed later in this 
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chapter. 

4. The greater of forced convection heat transfer rate and transient conduction heat 

transfer rate takes place over the area influenced by BGT. This assumption has been 

adopted previously by Basu (2003) to account for temporal changes in heat transfer 

mechanisms during long waiting periods on area fractions that are intermittently 

occupied by bubbles. 

5. At stagnation, only bubble collapse is considered as the only possible BGT scenario 

where bubbles are exposed to normal jet flow and no flow drag parallel to the surface is 

acting on them. At downstream locations, the BGT scenario is determined based on the 

local flow velocity and surface superheat. 

6.4 Mathematical formulation of the Present WFP Model 

At level (1) of the BREC, the wall heat flux, q:, is assumed to be transferred to 

the liquid bulk through two mechanisms: forced convection and transient conduction. 

The later starts to take place as bubble nucleation starts. Consequently, the wall heat flux 

can be expressed by Equation (6.1) 

ff II n 

qw =qfc + qtc (6.1) 

The forced convection heat flux partition, qJc, is calculated using Newton's 

cooling law, i.e.,: 
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(6.2) 


The transient heat conduction partition, q;~ , is determined by assuming a sudden 

change in the surface temperature of the liquid film due to one dimensional heat 

conduction from the heated surface. The instantaneous transient conduction heat flux is 

calculated using Equation (6.3), Incropera and DeWitt (1996): 

(6.3) 


Since transient conduction heat transfer follows bubble departure or collapse, this 

heat flux partition takes place on an area fraction O <Ate < 1 of the heated wall that is 

equal to the bubble projected area or the bubble sliding area. The calculation of Ate 

depends on the BTG scenario as follows: 

i- in case of a collapsing bubble: 

(6.4) 

ii- in case of a sliding bubble: 

(6.5) 


Consequently, the forced convection area A1c=1-Atc is the remaining fraction of 

the heated surface areas that is subjected permanently to forced convection. 

Comparing Equations (6.2) and (6.3), it is evident that as q~c remains constant 

with time and q;~(t) starts at high value and decays with time, there is a period of 

time, trc, over which transient conduction is more significant than forced convection. 
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This period can be greater, equal, or less than the waiting time, tw, which is the period 

between a bubble collapse or departure and the start of the next bubble growth. 

Depending on the difference in the instantaneous values of the two heat flux 

partitions, either only transient conduction takes place on Ate, or if heat transfer rate due 

to transient conduction is less than single-phase forced convection heat transfer rate, the 

latter will also take place on Ate for the remainder of the tw; i.e., for a period equals to (tw

trc). The present WFP model takes these possibilities into account. 

The present WFP model, thus, encompasses two types of partitioning: spatial 

partitioning of the whole heated surface area into Ate and Ate, and temporal partitioning of 

Ate, when necessary. The total wall heat flux will be the time averaged flux from both 

partitions over a bubble life cycle lcyc1e=tw+ tg. 

Transient conduction heat flux is averaged as shown in Equation (6.6) 

(6.6) 

Although forced convection is not changing with time, it always takes place at A1e 

and under some conditions at Ate for part of tw. To account for all cases, forced 

convection heat flux is assumed to be composed of two sub-partitions: 

" " " 
qfc =qfcl +qfc2 (6.7) 

Where: 
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(6.8) 


And 

(6.9) 


To determine if q"fc2 shall be considered, the transient conduction domination 

period (he) has been calculated by equating Equations (6.2) and (6.3). 

(6.10) 


trc can be calculated using Equation (6.11), which is determined by solving 

Equation (6.10) for he· 

2 
1 k1fc--  (6.11)

Ti - 1Wz ( hfc ) 

The temporal partitioning cases are determined as follows: 

Case 1 : if he > fcycle 

In this case, trc is limited to fw and hence q;cz is zero. This is typical in the case 

of high superheat, where large bubble sizes and/or high bubble release frequency prevail. 
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The wall heat flux can be calculated in this case using Equation (6.12): 

(6.12) 

Case 2: if tw<hc < fcycle 

This case is similar to case 1 above and hence the total heat flux is calculated 

using Equation (6.12). 

Case 3: ifhc < tw 

There will be a period of time equal to (tw-frc) over which forced convection 

" q fc 2 will take place at Aic until the next bubble starts to grow. The wall heat flux in this 

case is calculated using Equation (6.13) 

(6.13) 

6.5 Model Closure 

In order to determine which case of heat flux partitioning applies and hence 

which of Equations (6.12) or (6.13) should be used to calculate the total wall heat flux, 

the values of hJc, Ate, Afc, fre, fcycle and fw must be determined as functions ofjet velocity, 

Vn, liquid temperature, Tr, surface temperature, Ts, and location from the stagnation point. 

x, 
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The forced convection heat transfer coefficient, hie at downstream locations from 

the jet can be determined as a function of the stagnation heat transfer coefficient, h0 by 

applying the shape factor discussed in section 3.2. to account for the experimentally 

observed waviness in the spatial distribution of the forced convection heat transfer 

coefficient. This procedure can be summarized as follows: 

1. The heat transfer coefficient at stagnation is calculated suing Equation (6.14). 

(6.14) 


2. The normalized local heat transfer coefficient Aeff is calculated from Equation 

(6.15). 

(6.15) 


Where the two functions ;q and 11,2 are calculated form Equations (6.16) and 

(6.17). 

X (-0.015~) 

A, = [0.33 · cos(0.5;r-) +0.67] · e w (6.16) 
w 

(-0.148~)

Ai =[0.25·sin(0.2;r~)+l]·e w (6.17) 
w 

3. The effect of bubble-generation enhancement on forced convection is 

introduced in the effective forced convection coefficient, hie, which is calculated using 
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Equation ( 6.18) 

(6.18) 


Where the enhancement factor, 17Jc, due to bubble generation has been modeled 

as a function of the bubble population intensity, N", using Equation (6.19): 

-( N" Jo.ts 
'f/ fc - 105 	 (6.19) 

The enhancement factor is only used when the surface superheat is greater than 

or equal to the superheat corresponding to the onset of nucleate boiling, ~TONB· 

~TONB is calculated using the model discussed in chapter 3 and presented here in 

Equation (6.20). 

0.15 	 x 
o.os (-0.014;)(u1

J~TONB =10· Vn ·Jasub ·e 	 (6.20) 

Based on the value of hie, the transient conduction domination period, frc, is 

determined from Equation (6.11). As mentioned in the previous section, the 

determination of which temporal partitioning case should be used to represent the heat 

transfer process, both fw and tcyc1e must be determined and compared with the value of frc-

According to Equation (3.13), the waiting period, fw, is determined by calculating the 

growth time fg and the bubble release frequency,/, using the constitutive sub- models of 

both fgandf 
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0.13. e(-0.002-Rew) 
t =----- (6.21)g Ja1.01 

sup 

T 1.82 
7 .;Qsup

f =(5.015x10 ) 1.
89 

1.69 (6.22)
Rew Jasub 

The most probable values of bubble population N" in addition to the bubble 

sliding distance, Lsud, have been calculated using the constitutive sub-models developed 

using the experimental data and discussed in chapter 3: 

N"=-l.04786x 107 + 2339· Rew-0.4306· Re!+ 260409· Jasub 
(6.23)

-2520 · Ja;ub + 52291 · Jasup + 276.2 · Ja;up 

(6.24) 

The values of N" and Lsud are used to calculate the value of Arc using Equation 

(6.4) or Equation (6.5), depending on the most probable bubble growth termination 

(BGT) scenario. 

Level (2) of the energy cascade during JIB represents the heat used for phase 

change. Evaporation heat flux can be determined independently using Equation (6.25) 

.. ' 1[ 3 
qev = JN' Pv 6 Dbhfg (6.25) 

Consequently, since: 

H II It H 

qw = qfc + qtc = qliq + qev (6.26) 

The amount of sensible heating of liquid is determined as: 

(6.27) 
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6.6 Implementation procedure of the Present WFP Model 

The following procedure summarizes the steps to determine the total wall heat 

flux using the present wall flux partitioning model. The present WFP model has been 

validated by comparing the results obtained using this procedure with the experimentally 

obtained heat flux values. Such validation is presented in the next section. 

1- Define the input local values to the WFP model, which are: Vn, tffsub, ~Tsup, 

andx. 

2- Calculate liquid properties at the average liquid film temperature, 

T1 =(Ts+ Ti)/2. and vapor properties at Tsat· Calculate Rew and local Jasub 

andJasup· 

3- Using Equation (3.6), determine XhJ and check if the location of interest, x, is 

upstream or downstream the hydraulic jump, if one was to appear on the 

heated length of interest (i.e., if XhJ is less than the heater length on one side 

of the jet.). 

4- Using Equations (3.7) and (3.8), determine the liquid film thickness, J, and 

the mean liquid velocity, [h,. 

5- Substitute Equations (6.15) and (6.19) into Equation (6.18) to calculate h1 

6- Determining the boiling onset superheat,~ T ONB. From Equation (3 .9) 

7- Compare~ T ONB with the local superheat, ~Tsup,· Consider the following cases: 
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a. 	 If~Tsup < ~TONB, heat transfer calculation will be due to single-phase 

forced convection heat transfer. 

b. 	 If at given location x, ~Tsup ~ ~ToNB, then boiling onset has occurred, 

calculate Db, N", f, tg, tw, and trc (Equation (6.11)). Determine the 

BGT scenario, and Lsiict ,if bubbles would slide. 

c. Calculate tw, fcyele, Ate, Afe (where A1e= I-Ate). 

8- Compare trc with tw and calculate tcycle=tw+tg. Accordingly, determine the 

temporal partitioning case as per details presented in section 6.4. Determine 

.. 
which Equation of (6.12) or (6.13) should be used to estimateqw. 

9- The fraction of the wall flux used for evaporation q;v and consequently the 

fraction used for liquid sensible heating q;;q are determined from Equations 

(6.26) and (6.27), respectively. 

The proposed WFP model can be used with either the surface superheat or the 

wall heat flux as an input to the model. The procedure described above assumes the local 

superheat to be known and the wall heat flux could be thus directly obtained. If the wall 

superheat is to be determined at given heat flux value the above procedure would be 

applied iteratively. 

The closure of the present WFP model has been carried out using the constitutive 

sub-models developed for single-phase heat transfer and bubble dynamics, discussed in 
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chapter 3, and using other closure relations that are presented in this chapter. The 

agreement with the physics of the JIB heat transfer process and the validation of the WFP 

model are presented later in this chapter. The model has been validated using the 

experimental data presented in chapter 3. 

The model can be used to identify the location on the surface where the enthalpy 

of the fluid bulk exceeds that of the saturation. Starting at x=O, the procedure of 

calculating the local heat flux described above can be applied successively at 

downstream locations to calculate the incremental increase in the liquid enthalpy, 

assuming negligible losses at the free surface to the ambient air. It is postulated here that 

downstream the location where the liquid enthalpy reaches the saturation criterion, there 

would be net vapor generation in the flow. According to Zeitoun (1994), this location 

could be defined as the onset of significant void (OSV). In the current study, the 

identification of the OSV location and the corresponding wall superheat and heat flux 

under various cooling conditions have not been investigated. However, visual 

observation have revealed that for wide range of velocity and subcooling, bubbles 

generated near the heated surface edge, approximately at x/w>8, could slide for longer 

distances than proposed by Equation (6.24) towards the end of the heater length and 

would decay only after leaving the heated surface where the liquid bulk was not 

receiving energy anymore. 
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6.7 Model Verification 

This section presents the verification of the present WFP model in terms of its 

ability to predict the expected trends of the various heat transfer mechanisms present in 

the case of JIB heat transfer. The predicted variation of the percentage primary heat flux 

partitions (i.e., the percentage forced convection (Q_fc%) and percentage transient 

conduction (Q_tc%) heat flux partitions) as a function of wall superheat is shown in 

Figure 6.3 for 3 cases: Vn=l.7 mis, and ~Tsub=22 °C, Vn= 1.7 mis and ~Tsub=IO °C, and 

Vn=0.75 mis, ~Tsub =22 °Cat x/w =O, 4, and 8. For the same cases, Figure 6.4 illustrates 

the predicted variations of the percentage secondary heat flux partitions (i.e., the 

percentage evaporation heat flux (Q_ev%) and percentage sensible liquid heating flux 

(Q_liq%)) the sum of which represents 100% of the total heat transfer to the fluid bulk. 

From both Figures the following could be concluded on the predictions of the proposed 

WFPmodel: 

The percentage of the wall heat flux transferred by forced convection, Q_fc%, is 

dominant at low superheat, approximately in all cases at ~Tsup<IO °C only forced 

convection takes place at all locations. The value of Q_fc% then drops gradually as the 

fraction of the wall heat flux removed by transient conduction Q_tc% starts to increase 

with the onset of bubble generation. The model predicts slightly earlier onset at lower 

subcooling and that has been more obvious farther from the stagnation ( e.g: about 2 °C). 
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The reduction in jet velocity allowed the escalation of the bubble dynamic role within 

narrower range of the wall superheat (e.g.: at x/w=O the increase of Q_tc% to 4% 

occurred within 2 °C at the lower velocity as compared to 6 oC at the higher velocity). 

The WFP model was also able to capture the suppressing effect of jet impingement on 

bubble nucleation and bubble growth as evident from the almost flat profile of the Q_fc% 

at x/w=O and the slight reduction at relatively high wall superheat. Such effect degraded 

with distance from stagnation and, subsequently, the contribution of transient conduction 

to the total wall heat flux has increased away from stagnation as evident by comparing 

the cases ofVn=l.7 mis and ~Tsub=22 °Cat x/w=O (Q_tco/o--18% at ~Tsup=24 °C) and 

x/w=8 (Q_tco/o--45% at ~Tsup=24 °C). 
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Figure 6. 3 Predicted variation of the primary heat flux partitions. 
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The predicted trends show on in Figure 6.4 indicate that as surface superheat 

increases, more liquid superheat is available for evaporation. In the vicinity of jet 

stagnation the original liquid subcooling is maintained such that sensible heating is 

dominant. As liquid temperature increases downstream of jet stagnation, it becomes 

more convenient for bubble growth, and hence more energy is utilized in phase change. 
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Figure 6. 4 Predicted variations of the secondary heat flux partitions. 
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At stagnation, the predicted contribution of evaporation (Q_ ev%) is less than 5% 

of the total wall heat flux, while the remaining 95% is due to liquid heating. Slight 

increase is predicted in evaporation with the distance from stagnation as well as with 

reduction in jet velocity and or the liquid subcooling. Maximum share of evaporation 

heat transfer has been predicted for the lowest liquid subcooling and jet velocity at the 

farthest location (i.e. at x/w=8) where Q_ev% has slightly exceeded 20% at wall 

superheat around 21 °C. Average Q_ev% value however would remain around 10%. 

Considering these results, it is evident that the present WFP model is capable of 

capturing the expected JIB physics and is capable of predicting the trends of various wall 

heat flux partitions and energy utilization in sensible heating and vapor generation under 

JIB conditions. Since no such analysis of the trends of various heat flux partitions has 

been found in available literature for IlB, in the following paragraphs, a discussion is 

presented on similar findings of Basu (2003) on these trends in PFB in vertical upward 

flow boiling. Figure 6.5 illustrates the trends of variation of the primary heat flux 

partitions for flow velocity at approximately 0.4 mis, with the mass velocity G=346 

kg/m2.s and at 0.9 mis, where G=868 kg/m2.s. For both cases the degree of liquid 

subcooling at the inlet was maintained at 7.4 °C. Figure the percentage transient 

conduction. Figure 6.6 illustrates the corresponding trends in the secondary partitions for 

the same flow conditions. Comparing Figures 6.5a with 6.5b, it can be concluded that the 
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increase in flow velocity has slightly suppressed the increase in transient conduction flux 

partition with the wall superheat, e.g.: at ~Tw-21 °C, this partition was reduced to 

approximately 90% of the total wall heat flux at the higher velocity from close to 95% at 

the lower velocity. However this share of the transient conduction is much higher than 

the prediction of the WFP in JIB configuration. This could be attributed to the relatively 

higher value of the forced convection heat transfer coefficient in the JIB which ranged 

between twice to thrice the values reported by Basu (2003) in PFB configurations. 

In Figure 6.6, the percentage of the heat flux that was utilized in evaporation has 

reached as high as 33% at wall superheat of 24 °C at the lower flow velocity. This share 

was limited to approximately 25% at the higher velocity. These values of the evaporation 

heat transfer are in agreement with the findings of the current study as discussed above. 

It is expected from the findings of the current study and of the study of Basu 

(2003) that at higher jet velocity and with the forced convection heat transfer coefficient 

at much higher values in case of IlB than in case of PFB, that evaporation heat flux 

would be much less in the IlB configuration and hence the primary role that can be 

attributed to bubble growth in determining the overall heat transfer rate is the 

enhancement to single phase heat transfer either by forced convection or by transient 

conduction from the heated surface to the liquid bulk. 
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Figure 6. 5 Trends of primary heat flux partitions with wall superheat and flow 
velocity in PFB configuration, Basu (2003) 
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Figure 6. 6 Trends of secondary heat flux partitions with wall superheat and flow 
velocity in PFB configuration, Basu (2003) 
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6.8 WFP Model Validation 

It is very important to assess the agreement between the WFP model predictions 

of the total wall heat flux and the corresponding experimental heat flux data presented in 

chapter 3. Figures 6.7 to 6.12 illustrates such agreement at various locations from 

stagnation, namely, at: x/w = 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10. Considering a set of 150 data points 

that covers the entire experimental range considered in the current study, i.e., jet velocity 

from 0.4 mis to 1.7 mis, degree of subcooling from 10 °C to 28 °C, and wall temperature 

from 75 °C to 125 °C, the overall agreement between the experimental results and the 

predictions of the wall flux partitioning model is ± 30%. It is worthy to note that the 

agreement with this set of 150 points has been achieved using the constitutive closure 

submodels that have been developed using about 25 data points for bubble dynamics 

submodels and 50 points for the single-phase heat transfer coefficient model. 
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6.9 Effect of Flow Velocity and Subcooling on the WFP Model 

Predictions 

This section is intended present a discussion on the individual effects of jet 

velocity and subcooling as well as the surface superheat on the response of the WFP 

model and hence the agreement between its predictions and the experimentally obtained 

values of the wall heat flux. These separate effects are important to understand and to 

determine the limitations of the proposed model in its current state and so future 

improvements in the measurement techniques and/or in the analysis and development 

approaches of the closure submode ls can alleviate such limitations. 

In Figure 6.13, three cases have been used to discuss these effects where variation 

in agreement with the velocity is illustrated at two levels ofjet velocity. 

In all the three figures, the plot of the fraction of each of the primary heat flux 

partitions was aimed to highlight that nucleation has been predicted by the WFP model 

over the range of interest of the wall superheat. This will help understanding the response 

with each of the velocity and liquid subcooling in the range of the boiling curve where 

the bubble dynamics rule is to be considered. The dashed lines on the figures represent 

the slope of the experimental boiling curve in this range of interest. 

6.9.1 Effect of jet velocity 

By Comparing Figures 6.13a and 6.13b, it is concluded that the model response 
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to jet velocity is sound both in predicting the fraction of the single phase heat transfer 

fraction where higher values where maintained at the higher velocity level and also the 

increase in the slope which represents the model predictions of the additional effect of 

the bubble dynamics were well in agreement with the experimental slopes. The 

fluctuation between underestimation and overestimation are attributed to the inherent 

levels of uncertainty of the submodels which was presented in chapter 3. 

6.9.2 Effect of liquid subcooling: 

Contrary to the aforementioned response of the WFP model to changes in jet 

velocity, the increase in experimental boiling curve slope when the degree of subcooling 

was reduced from 22 °C to 10 °C was not well captured by the model when comparing 

Figures 6.13b and 6.13c. The model sensitivity to changes in subcooling is lower as 

evident from comparing the share of transient conduction between the two cases where it 

remained almost the same at given wall heat flux, e.g.: Q_tco/cr-- 2% at 15 °C superheat. 

Since the submode} of the forced convection heat transfer coefficient is slightly sensitive 

to liquid subcooling, it is postulated here that further improvement could be applied to 

the proposed bubble dynamics submodels to improve the sensitivity of the WFP model to 

changes in subcooling. 
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Figure 6. 13 Effect of jet velocity and subcooling on WFP model agreement 

It is postulated here that bubble release frequency and bubble population 

submodels could be the major contributors to the shown deviations in the heat flux due to 

their relatively large uncertainty level and also due to the limitation of the current 

measurements where bubble population was obtainable over partial range of the wall 

superheat and at relatively high subcooling to allow for the identification of individual 

bubbles. Also, it is noteworthy that with the use of intrusive measurements being in its 

infancy, where the current study is the second of its kind to implement this technique in 

JIB investigations, there is further work that needs to be done towards the method of 

probe preparation and signal analysis to obtain better representation of the bubble release 

frequency and growth time during JIB. 
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Chapter 7 


Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations for 


Future Work 


7.1 Summary 

Jet impingement boiling (IlB) heat transfer under a free water jet impinging on a 

flat surface kept at atmospheric pressure has been investigated experimentally. The 

effect of wall superheat, jet velocity, and liquid subcooling, on JIB heat transfer has been 

considered. 

The current study presents three models that have been developed for the 

prediction of the total wall heat flux as a function of the flow conditions, surface 

temperature and the associated variation in nucleate boiling bubble dynamics. 

The first model is an analytical/empirical global model that has been developed 

to address the effect of bubble dynamics on wall heat flux at jet stagnation. The model 

has been developed using an effective diffusivity similar to the concept of eddy 

diffusivity used in turbulence modeling. The effective diffusivity is the sum of an 

additional bubble-induced diffusivity (BID) that accounts for the effect of bubble 

protrusion into liquid flow bulk and the molecular diffusivities. The effective diffusivity 
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has been introduced in the diffusion terms of the momentum and energy conservation 

Equations. It has been modeled as a function of the flow velocity, subcooling and surface 

superheat using the bubble diameter as a characteristic length. 

The second model is a scenario identification procedure (SIP) that has been 

developed for the identification of the mechanism governing the bubble growth 

termination (BGT) process. The developed SIP determines which equilibrium condition, 

the thermal or the dynamic, is fulfilled first by the growing bubble. Accordingly, the SIP 

determines the corresponding BGT scenario. The SIP thus allows for improved 

determination of the area of influence of the various heat transfer mechanisms that 

considers possibility of occurrence of various BGT scenarios over a wide range of flow 

velocity, subcooling and surface temperature. The developed SIP accounts for the effect 

of bubble protrusion into the subcooled liquid layer and the effect of any abrupt increase 

in the liquid film thickness downstream ofjet stagnation due to hydraulic jumps. 

The third model is a mechanistic model that has been developed to predict the 

wall heat flux distribution along the heated surface from the stagnation point up to ten 

times the jet width. The model has been developed using the wall flux partitioning 

(WPP) concept. Boiling Reversed Energy Cascade (BREC) has been proposed and used 

in this model to describe the sequence of primary and secondary heat transfer 

mechanisms from the heated surface to the liquid bulk. It has been postulated that the 
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wall heat flux is primarily due to forced convection and transient conduction and that the 

existence of a superheated liquid layer in the vicinity of the heated surface is the sole 

factor that assists bubble growth wherever active nucleation sites exist. The closure of the 

wall flux partitioning model has been carried out by introducing a set of constitutive sub

models of the spatial distribution of single-phase heat transfer, liquid film thickness, 

boiling onset surface superheat, maximum bubble diameter, bubble population area 

density, bubble release frequency and bubble growth time. 

The model of the SIP has been utilized to determine the BGT scenario, i.e., 

whether BGT is associated with a local collapse or with a departure and sliding. The 

most probable BGT scenario has been used to determine the area of influence of each of 

the primary heat transfer mechanisms, as well as to independently quantify the rate of 

evaporation heat transfer. 

The development and validation of these three models have been carried out 

using experimental data. A set of experiments has been conducted to study jet 

impingement boiling heat transfer and the associated characteristics of bubble dynamics 

under a planar water jet considering both the single-phase and nucleate boiling regimes. 

The data covered in the experimental study have been obtained considering the following 

range of flow conditions, surface temperature and locations from the jet stagnation: 

1. Jet velocity, V n =0.4-1.7 mis. 
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2. Water Subcooling !ffsub= 10-28 °C. 

3. Wall superheat, ~Tsup-= 25-30 °C. 

4. Distance from stagnation point with respect to jet width, x/w, = 0-10. 

Investigations of single-phase heat transfer in the above range of x/w showed that 

secondary peaks exist downstream of heat transfer coefficient exist at the stagnation 

around x/w=4 and to a less extent at x/w=8. These variations of the heat transfer 

coefficient are likely attributed to cyclic changes in the flow velocity direction 

downstream the jet stagnation before it becomes parallel to the heated surface. A 

generalized heat transfer coefficient model which captures the variations for all examined 

locations along the heated surface has been developed. This has been achieved by 

developing a shape factor that consists of two trigonometric functions to relate the value 

of the heat transfer coefficient at downstream locations to that at the stagnation. 

In the wall flux partitioning model, an empirical submodel has been proposed to 

address the effect of bubble generation density on the single phase heat transfer 

coefficient in the nucleate boiling regime. The expected bubble-induced improvement 

has been modeled in term of the bubble population intensity. The proposed submodel is 

applicable for partial and fully developed nucleate boiling. 

The characteristics of bubble dynamics have been investigated using intrusive 

optical probe in addition to non-intrusive high speed imaging technique. Jet velocity and 
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degree of liquid subcooling have, in general, a suppressive effect on the onset of bubble 

generation and bubble growth. However, wall superheat has a promoting effect that 

assisted in extending bubble growth to larger diameters, activating larger number of 

nucleation sites and increasing bubble growth rate. Experimental observations showed 

that, over the range of flow velocity, water subcooling and surface superheat considered 

in this study, bubble growth rate is strongly impacted by the wall superheat, and to much 

less extent by the jet velocity. The waiting time has been obtained from the measured 

growth time and release frequency. The waiting time has been generally one order of 

magnitude higher than the growth time, which supported the assumption that primary 

heat transfer mechanism in jet impingement boiling is basically due to sensible heating of 

liquid, while evaporation represents a promoting factor rather than a primary heat 

transfer mechanism. 

7.2 Conclusions 

• 	 Comparison with experimental data showed that the bubble induced diffusion 

(BID) analytical/empirical model is in agreement within -15% and +30% with the 

experimental data of stagnation heat flux. 

• 	 The Bubble Growth Termination Scenario Identification Procedure (BOT-SIP) 

has predicted the correct scenario of bubble growth termination (BOT) observed 

experimentally in about 80% of the investigated cases. 
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• 	 The wall flux partitioning model has shown an overall agreement of ±30% of the 

experimental heat flux data for range of distance, x from jet stagnation between O 

< x/w < 10, where w is the jet width. 

7 .3 Recommendations for Future Work 

Future work should be directed towards improvement of the proposed submodels 

as follows: 

• 	 The use of a higher number of frames per seconds, e.g., 5000 frames/s, is highly 

recommended in order to obtain more details of the growth history of individual 

bubbles and to improve the prediction of the maximum bubble diameter, as well 

as the sliding distance, whenever bubble departure takes place. 

• 	 An extension to the current study in the direction of investigating the effect of 

other surface conditions, such as surface roughness and surface material on the 

nucleation process could improve the predictability of the wall heat flux models 

for various types of commercial surfaces. 

• 	 Further research could be directed towards the investigation of the effect of 

surface curvature on the spatial variation of heat transfer rate and bubble 

dynamics under liquid jet impingement. This could include the investigation ofjet 

impingement heat transfer on concave and convex surfaces with various radii of 

curvature. 
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• 	 As some industrial applications may not be using water for cooling, the effect of 

changing the type of liquid could be investigated under jet impingement 

conditions. For example, considering their superior thermal properties, the use of 

nano fluid jets could be of interest. 
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APPENDIX A: Uncertainty Analysis 

A.1. Wall Heat Flux 

The uncertainty in the average wall flux at the flat surface is based on the ID heat 

conduction analysis, Basu (2003): 

.. dT 
q --k 

w,avg - cu dy (A.I) 

Where y is the normal distance from the heater surface and kcu is the copper surface 


thermal conductivity. 


The percentage uncertainty in the wall heat flux is estimated according to Moffat et al. 


(1985): 


(A.2) 

The uncertainty in the interior temperatures using high precession thermocouples 1s 

±0.25 °C. For maximum attainable temperature of 150 °C the percentage uncertainty in 

the temperature becomes 0.17%. At lower values of the heat flux and interior temperature 

readings ( e.g. T-100 °C) this percentage becomes 0.25%. A constant value of the copper 

thermal conductivity was used in the calculations as it varies within 3% of the maximum 

and minimum values over the operating temperature range. The uncertainty in the 
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location of the thermocouples is ±2.54E-6m which is constant for all conditions and 

results in uncertainty percentage of O .13 %. 

The above uncertainty values produced an average uncertainty of 3% in the average wall 

flux. This very low value of the uncertainty is due to the precise placement of the 

thermocouples that have also limited error band wires. 

A.2. Surface Temperature 

The data fit with a second degree polynomial of the interior temperature as shown in 

chapter 2 proven to coincide to the temperature profile at all conditions. Thus, the 

uncertainty of the extrapolated surface temperature is in accordance with that of the 

thermocouples readings at the interior locations, i.e.; ±0.25 °C. 

A.3. Single Phase Heat Transfer Coefficient 

The value of the experimental heat transfer coefficient is based upon the Newton's 

cooling law: 

h = qw 
(A.3)'1.T 

So the percentage uncertainty in the calculated heat transfer coefficient is: 

lJJh = (lJJq:,avg JZ +(lJJAT JZ 
l).T (A.4)h II 

qw,avg 

The water temperature thermocouple has higher uncertainty (±0.5 °C) so the estimated 

uncertainty in the temperature difference is ±0.4 °C. For a range of the temperature 
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difference between the wall and the liquid of 10-50 °C, this uncertainty range is highest 

at ±5% and drops to ±3.1 %, respectively. Similar approach has been adopted by Basu 

(2003). 

A.4. Bubble Release Frequency and Growth Time 

Due to the large difference between the peak and base voltage levels of the optical probe 

signal, the uncertainty in the frequency value (number of peaks per unit time) is assumed 

to be less than 1 %. However the width of this signal that reflects the bubble growth time 

varies according to the value of the voltage threshold. Thus an estimated uncertainty was 

determined from the difference in the growth time at voltage threshold of 0.15 and at 

0.25. The average change in the growth time was ±15%. 

A.5. Bubble Diameter 

The actual dimensions of the focus area in the visual observation were 8 mm x 8 mm. the 

pixel size of the same focus area was 225 x 225 pixel. This means that one pixel 

represents 0.035 mm of the actual size. In other words, the resolution in determining the 

bubble diameter is 28 pixels/ mm. So, an error of two pixel, one on each side of the 

bubble perimeter, represents an error of 0.07 mm in the diameter. For the range of 

diameter values obtained from the visual observation, the uncertainty of the average 

bubble diameter ranges between ±4.6% for the bubble diameter of 1.5 mm and ±34% for 
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bubble diameters of 0.2 mm. 

A.6. Bubble Population 

Based on the number counted of the bubbles within the focus area, the 

uncertainty in this parameter will be determined. When missing the counting of one 

bubble, the uncertainty will depend on the corresponding total number of bubbles. The 

uncertainty in the partial boiling regime is very high (-100%) for very low number of 

bubbles is observable. However when only few bubbles are being generated miscounting 

is highly unlikely. Conservative assumption of miscount has been adopted at low 

superheat such that the uncertainty has been estimated to be around ±30. Uncertainty in 

terms of the number of miscounted bubbles with respect to the total number of bubbles is 

expected to decrease with boiling intensity as the total number of bubbles increases. In 

fully developed boiling, uncertainty due to one bubble miscount can be as low as 0.4%. 

However, this is difficult to confirm as the number of missed counts increases with the 

increase of total number of bubbles and bubble merging in addition to the increased 

vapor generated at the film surface that degrades the resolution of the images. An 

estimate of ±25% uncertainty is suggested at high boiling intensity (in the fully 

developed boiling) as recommended in previous studies ofPFB, e.g.: Basu (2003). 
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